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Zuboff, perhaps most famous for writing “In the Age of the 
Smart Machine: The Future of Work and Power,” laid down 
these three laws before that book was published in 1988:
1. Everything that can be automated will be automated.
2. Everything that can be informated will be informated. 
(“Informated” was coined by Zuboff to describe the process 
of turning descriptions and measurements of activities, events 
and objects into information.)
3. In the absence of countervailing restrictions and sanctions, 
every digital application that can be used for surveillance and 
control will be used for surveillance and control, irrespective 
of its originating intention. 

 With all of the excitement, promise and fear surrounding 
artificial intelligence (AI) today, it’s easy to write it off as yet 
another overhyped technology trend. After all, human-level 
intelligence from a machine has been “coming soon” since 
the 1950s, at least. A victim of its visionaries’ grand predic-
tions and a lack of computing power for decades, it’s now 
obvious that human-level intelligence isn’t necessary for AI 
to have a profound impact on society. In fact, it already is—
though most people don’t seem to realize it (see page 7).

AI in Design Engineering
The lack of computing power is no longer the hindrance to 
AI advancement that it once was. For decades now, countries, 
universities and companies have been pouring billions of dol-
lars into AI research and development. Some of the fruits of 
that labor are evident in today’s design engineering software. 

Design space optimization and generative design software 
are the standard bearers in design engineering AI, but hav-
ing software that suggests solutions that humans may not 
have thought of based on a limited set of inputs is just the 
beginning. If you’re wondering if software will ever design 

a fully optimized and manufacturable part based on use data 
automatically fed into it, I refer you to Zuboff’s laws one and 
two. That’s a scary thought for many design engineers. I had 
the same initial reaction upon learning that the Washington 
Post, The New York Times, BBC News, Associated Press and 
Reuters, to name a few, have been using AI to produce news 
and streamline journalism workflows for years. 

What’s to stop design engineers from going the way of 
switchboard operators, typesetters and—increasingly—taxi 
drivers or bank tellers? Plenty. Time, for one. Though the 
rate of technology development and uptake is increasing at 
breakneck speeds, a fully automated design process is not on 
the horizon. Quite frankly, there are bigger AI fish to fry in 
the healthcare and financial markets and, at the moment, an 
acute shortage of capable fry cooks. Even if all the world’s 
AI expertise were trained squarely on design engineering, it 
would be hard pressed to get enough data to train a system 
to create parts much more complex than a bracket, much less 
the system of assemblies that comprise modern products.  

Laying Down the Law
So, you’re safe ... for now. You can go back to design engi-
neering as usual, or you could dive into the possibilities that 
today’s computing power coupled with software automation 
have to offer you today and will be offering in the future. 
Think of the time-intensive tasks that have already been au-
tomated: duplicating bolt holes according to a predetermined 
pattern, creating a bill of materials and even meshing. More 
advanced forms of automation, such as optimization studies, 
generative design or digital twins in the product lifecycle, are 
just the next step. They give you more time to do the tasks AI 
isn’t good at—creation and innovation. 

Design engineering teams should adopt a fourth law of 
automation: Embrace changes that bring about greater effi-
ciencies. Instead of slowing down automation adoption, look 
for ways it can help you add value to your work that the tools 
you use cannot. AI is just another tool—albeit a disruptive 
one. Design engineers who learn how to employ it, or at least 
accept its use, are less likely to be disrupted. DE

Jamie Gooch is editorial director of Digital Engineering. Contact 
him via jgooch@digitaleng.news.

Getting Real About Artifi cial Intelligence

MORE THAN 30 YEARS AGO, a professor of 
at Harvard Business School with degrees in 
philosophy and social psychology articulated 
three laws based on her research into the 

consequences that widespread computing would have on 
society. The use of computers was still somewhat of a novelty 
at the time, but Shoshana Zuboff saw the writing on the 
wall—or on the monochrome computer screen, as it were.
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Editor Kenneth Wong, industry experts discuss:
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Generative Design: 
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Image courtesy: gettyimages/
metamorworks.
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 | ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

2.3M AI will create 2.3 million jobs in 2020, while 

eliminating 1.8 million.
— Gartner, “Predicts 2018: AI and the Future of Work.”  

Dec. 13, 2017

AI could contribute up to $15.7 trillion to the global 
economy in 2030, more than the current output of 
China and India combined. Of this, $6.6 trillion is 
likely to come from increased productivity and  
$9.1 trillion from consumption side effects.

— PwC “Global Artificial Intelligence Study: Exploiting the AI 
Revolution,” 2017

AI: What Bosses Think     What Workers Think

Follow the Money

72% Will enable humans to concentrate on meaningful work.

67% Will help humans and machines work together.

64% Will offer employees new work opportunities.

59% Will improve use of big data at their companies.

54% Has already increased productivity in their businesses.

50% Would follow AI predictions to manage a project.
— PwC Consumer Intelligence Series: Bot.Me,  

April 2017

Global business value derived from artificial intelligence 
is projected to total $1.2 trillion in 2018, an increase 
of 70% from 2017, according to Gartner, Inc. AI-derived 
business value is forecast to reach $3.9 trillion in 2022.
—  Gartner, “Forecast: The Business Value of Artificial Intelligence, 
Worldwide, 2017-2025, April 2018.

75% of U.S. adults think AI will eliminate more jobs 
than it creates.
— Gallup/Northeastern University, “Optimism and Anxiety: 

Views on the Impact of Artificial Intelligence and Higher 
Education’s Response,” January 2018

What Analysts Predict

$1.2 trillion

2018 2022

$3.9 trillion
The Value of AI

$6.6 trillion
productivity increase

$9.1 trillion
consumption

$15.7 trillion  

$1B Ford is investing $1 billion in Argo AI, 
combining Ford’s autonomous vehicle development 
expertise with Argo AI’s robotics experience and 
startup speed on artificial intelligence software—all 
to further advance autonomous vehicles.
— Ford press release, Feb. 10, 2017 
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 | ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

66% know about AI, either a lot (18%) or a little (48%).
— Weber Shandwick and KRC Research, “AI—Ready or Not: Artificial Intelligence, 

Here We Come,” June 2016

60% of 18- to 34-year-olds say AI offers them advantages compared to 24% 

of those aged over 55.
— Genpact and YouGov, “The Consumer: Sees AI Benefits but Still Prefers the Human 

Touch,” September 2017

41% believe AI will make their lives better.
— Strategy Analytics, “UXS Technology Planning Report: AI,” Aug. 31, 2017

35% would be comfortable with a business using AI to interact with them.
— Pega, “What Consumers Really Think About AI: A Global Study,” Aug. 15, 2017

Applying AI

What Consumers Think

•  Capitalize on  
Digital Disruption

• Computing
•  Immersive Design
• Simulation
•  Ever-Growing  

Repository

The Design 
Engineer’s

Guide 
through the

 Digital 
Disruption

To Learn More 
Go To:

www.APDRC.com

2018 2022
2% 16%

Decision automation accounts for 2% of the global AI-derived 
business value in 2018, but it will grow to 16% by 2022.

18% 14%

Smart products account for 18% of global AI-derived business value 
in 2018, but will shrink to 14% by 2022.

36% 44%

Decision support/augmentation will represent 36% of the global AI-derived 
business value in 2018. By 2022, it will have surpassed all other types of AI 
initiatives to account for 44% of global AI-derived business value.

46% 26%

Virtual agents account for 46% of the global AI-derived business 
value in 2018 and are expected to account for 26% by 2022.

—  Gartner, “Forecast: The Business Value of Artificial Intelligence, 
Worldwide, 2017-2025, April 2018.
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|  A B B E Y ’ S  A N A LY S I S  |

By Tony Abbey

FEA

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Most of the discussion on FEA 
democratization tends to focus on 
CAD-embedded FEA. The downside 
of making FEA software accessible by 
all is often stated as there may not be 
adequate understanding of the underly-
ing principles of FEA. This can lead to 
wrong answers because the physical sit-
uation is not being simulated correctly. 
This can be due to fundamental model-
ing errors or trivial errors that escalate.

Remedies are suggested, such as 
in-context checking and guidance. 
The analogy of a spellchecker has 
even been quoted. This raises the 
spectre of perfectly spelled garbage 
out! The grammar checker is another 
analogy used, which is perhaps even 
more alarming.

The task of getting the right level 
of automation and control is far from 
trivial. Strategic positioning state-
ments that imply otherwise are con-
cerning. It has been a long, hard road 
to achieve credibility for FEA and it is 
a pity to see it diluted now.

The Wrong Emphasis?
If we assume that the real democrati-
zation drive is to give designers FEA 
access to help in design, then I believe 

the current emphasis is misdirected. 
We are looking at this from an analyst 
perspective and mapping these analyst 
skills across to a community that has 
strong design and 3D modeling skills. 
We need instead to change workflows 
to build on these design and modeling 
skills and deploy them in the analysis 
preparation and development stage. 
All too often, the FEA process is ap-
pended at the end of the design task. 
This just emulates the traditional role 
of the analysts—to check the design 
after completion. 

If working in a CAD-embedded 
environment, we need to take the 
FEA model preparation further up-
stream into CAD. In previous articles 
I have described the need to manip-
ulate geometry to enable effective 
mesh, loads, boundary conditions and 
results processing. After all, manipu-
lating geometry is the forte of design-
ers and 3D modelers.

Integrated CAD and Analysis
If we take this a stage further, why 
not more fully integrate the CAD and 
analysis environment? There is no 
philosophical reason why a bolt hole 
constraint idealization could not be 

added at the same time as the bolt hole 
geometry is created. It implies that the 
designer is thinking about the struc-
tural implications of the design much 
earlier. A quick analysis could provide 
the level of reaction forces—for fast 
bolt sizing, without getting into de-
tailed stress analysis.

The goal would be very rapid struc-
tural analysis at whatever stage the de-
sign layout is completed. For example, 
in an initial concept layout, full geom-
etry detail has yet to be defined. For 
many components, a simple beam or 
shell idealization would allow rapid 
ballpark component sizing. 

At present, geometry must be well 
defined to be able to create a beam 
mesh or shell mesh. Beams require a 
specifically defined geometry type, and 
shells need a lot of surface geometry 
manipulation. The feature tree can be 
rolled back to an earlier, simpler rep-
resentation, to aid the element cre-
ation. I am evolving more integrated 
workflows to investigate this. But this 
doesn’t go far enough. For instance, 
the mesh will be lost when the geom-
etry is reverted back to a more compli-
cated representation. 

The user, in this case, is thinking in 

Democratization in FEA

D EMOCRATIZATION IS DEFINED as the action of making something accessible to everyone. In the context of 
finite element analysis (FEA), this is usually defined as making FEA software easy to use for a non-expert. This ease 
of use has been achieved by various methods, such as streamlined user interfaces and simpler workflows. Much of 
the transition away from the traditionally complex FEA interaction has been triggered by the move to CAD-

embedded FEA. This positions FEA in an environment familiar to the CAD user. 

Editor’s Note: Tony Abbey teaches both live and e-learning classes for NAFEMS. He provides FEA consulting 
and mentoring.  Contact tony@fetraining.com for details.
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two separate paradigms: Manipulating 
the geometry with a specific work-
flow to achieve a mesh and consider-
ing the mesh idealization implications. 
Instead, for instance, shell modeling 
could operate on a simpler surface 
definition. Sheet metal bodies used 
in many CAD programs are a partial 
example of this. The surface defines 
the part, with associated thickness. No 
shell offsets are required. 

A new type of 1D entity would be 
needed for beams—essentially a “smart” 
geometric line. This would then be 
more like a traditional pre-processor 
meshing operation without the need to 
construct a formal solid body.

However, the trick here would be to 
keep the relationship between mesh, 
loads and boundary conditions as the 
geometry evolves into a true 3D body. 

Parametric Optimization
If the outline design parameters are 
kept simple, and not bogged down in 
the requirement to support detailed 
analysis, then they can be used as design 
variables in parametric optimization. 
Global stiffness and strength targets 
could drive the layout into meaningful 
configurations at an early stage. 

Unlike the “wild child” of topology 
optimization, parametric optimization 
is using inherent design skills and ex-
ploring them. The outline 1D, 2D or 
3D idealizations can then morph into 
full 3D CAD geometry as the design 
evolves. I strongly believe that this 
type of tool can help everyone—de-
signers and analysts, in how to evolve 
effective designs.

I feel democratization should be 
maximizing a designer’s current skill 
set and blending in a goal-oriented 
approach to analysis, target strengths 
and stiffness. This will need significant 
software architecture and workflow 
changes to achieve this. 

The wider goal of making FEA 
software easier to use is a broader 
requirement and is not democratiza-
tion; it is just about improving tools. 
It covers the full range of analysis dis-
ciplines and is applicable to all users. 
I am looking forward to slicker, more 

intuitive interfaces just as much as the 
next person! DE

Tony Abbey is a consultant analyst 
with his own company, FETraining. He 
also works as training manager for NA-
FEMS, responsible for developing and 
implementing training classes, including 

a wide range of e-learning classes. Check 
out the range of NAFEMS FEA courses 
Tony teaches at: nafems.org/e-learning. 
Check out Tony’s LinkedIn Learning 
Courses at: linkedin.com/learning/in-
structors/tony-abbey?u=2125562. Send 
e-mail about this article to de-editors@
digitaleng.news.

AN ANSYS® SOLUTION PARTNER

A SANDIA® CODEVELOPER SINCE 1989
}

}
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|  C O N S U LTA N T ’ S  C O R N E R  |

S I M U L AT I O N  1 0 1
By Donald Maloy

If you’re a movie fan, you’ll never forget the scene in “Karate 
Kid” where Mr. Miyagi teaches Daniel LaRusso the wax-on, wax-
off routine. This methodology of learning core principles holds 
true for simulation as well. It can be broken down into three steps: 
pre-processing, solution and post-processing. 

Pre-processing
Every finite element analysis (FEA) initially starts with a com-
pleted CAD model. In most instances, much of the detail on the 
model isn’t required for analysis, so removing insignificant ge-
ometry reduces solution time. This is commonly referred to as 
model defeaturing, and it’s good practice to store this version of 
the file locally with the original. If you plan on using an assembly, 
the additional step of ensuring that parts don’t overlap in space 
should be addressed as well.

An important aspect the training should offer is a thorough 
breakdown of the mathematical model in pre-processing. A 
mathematical model can be broken down to include the type of 
analysis, material properties, supports and loads. Each type of 
analysis or study has limitations on what information is provided 
in the results and how to set up the mathematical model. For 
instance, linear static studies regardless of software require spe-
cific material properties, boundary conditions and geometrically 
linear behavior to obtain reliable results. Think of this whole 
process as setting up a physics-free body diagram and assigning 
materials to the CAD part(s) or assembly. 

The Solution Step
The most commonly misunderstood portion of running an 
analysis from a beginner’s perspective is the solution step. As 
the pre-processing is completed, you will break down the CAD 
model into small finite pieces called elements. This process is 
often referred to as meshing. Elements vary by specific software 
companies; however, they are generally broken down by 1-, 2-, 
and 3-dimensional elements. Each has their own specific use, and 
limitation as to where and when they should be used.  

Within each element, there will be nodes that have speci-
fied degrees of freedom. Degrees of freedom are defined at the 
nodes as translational, rotational or a mix of both. Assessing the 
quality of the mesh by reviewing the aspect ratio and quantity of 
elements in specific regions of the model all play a critical role 
in providing accurate values in the post-processing step. 

Some specific functionality of what is called adaptive mesh-
ing may also be available during the solution step. This func-
tionality is where the mesh only refines in required areas to ob-
tain more accurate values and reduces the quantity or quality of 
elements in areas of less interest. Ideally this allows for reduced 
solution time and accurate values in areas of stress.

Post-processing
Extracting the correct information from the results and identify-
ing possible errors is the meat and potatoes of any simulation. 
Organizing the results in such a way that the values are relat-
able makes everything clearer. This helps you decide whether the 
analysis was set up correctly. 

Depending on specific software, some results extend beyond 
stress, strain and displacement plots to include Energy Norm 
Error. For instance, this type of plot will identify the areas of the 
model where possible stress singularities could exist. Singulari-
ties are common artificial errors due to the way the mathematical 
model was set up and should be identified during post-processing.

You are officially furnished with a basic understanding of 
what to look for when selecting a simulation course. Compo-
nents of the training may vary by vendor, but the three-step 
process holds true for FEA. Once you’ve conquered the termi-
nology, you’ll find that running a successful analysis with the 
proper training isn’t too difficult. The question then becomes: 
How accurate do I need my results to be? DE

Donald Maloy is a consultant analyst based in the greater Boston area. 
He also works as a certified simulation and mechanical design instructor 
for a software reseller. Contact him via de-editors@digitaleng.news.

Transition to Simulation Via Training, Part 2

A T FIRST GLANCE, running simulation studies can be intimidating. You may wonder: Are my results correct? 
Attempting to learn from tutorials in any software never quite explains in ample detail how to properly run an analysis 
with confidence. It’s only natural to gather resources that will equip you with the right tools to conquer this task. 
Training courses are a great place to start, but it’s essential to know what you are getting up front. Here’s what core 

content is necessary in a simulation training course.
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|  C O N S U LTA N T ’ S  C O R N E R  |

A R T I F I C I A L  I N T E L L I G E N C E
By Monica Schnitger

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Our manufacturing world can shift left, too, if we, as a part 
of manufacturing, rethink traditional processes. This means 
we start strong, with a great concept—let’s run that concept 
through focus groups and also have manufacturing tell us if 
they can make it at cost estimates. Then, as we add detail, we 
can simulate product use and feed that back into the design. 
These iterations start us shifting left. What we need to get 
away from is a focus on the creation and concept phase that 
doesn’t even consider validation before too late. 

But we can shift even further to the left by taking advan-
tage of the tools entering the market today to help us. Yes, 
some of this is at the bleeding edge, but at most it will only 
cost time and money for training, some CPU cycles and ac-
cess to trial software. Then, you’re off on a game-changing 
adventure.

Generative Design 
One of the “shift left” tools getting a lot of buzz now is gen-
erative design: the overall descriptor for a bucket of tools that 
can mean geometry optimization or other compute-enabled 
tools that make a design more fit for its purpose. Geometry 
optimization is a combination of CAD and CAE, where a user 
sketches out a design and defines its loads and constraints. 
Then the optimizer takes over, morphing the base design to 
offer one or more alternatives that are lighter and stronger, 
often in a more organic, elegant-looking shape. The user then 
works with that shape to create the final design.

The automotive and aerospace industries often use shape 
optimization for lightweighting, but many other sectors use 
this technology to redesign parts for additive manufacturing. 
In both cases, the computer can calculate options that humans 
might not consider, and devise many alternatives faster than 
our poor brains can.

These tools aren’t, however, limited to geometry. What if 
you could use compute power to crank through combinations 
of suppliers’ pricing and delivery schedules to determine which 

combination is best for your purpose? Or to work out which of 
your production facilities is best suited, from the perspective 
of location and equipment availability, to manufacture your 
parts? Or you might scan through potential materials for regu-
latory compliance, availability and cost. This type of optimiza-
tion is being commercialized, but needs ties from design into 
business intelligence; it’s not as simple as geometry.

Connecting the Digital Thread
And then there’s the Holy Grail: feeding operating data from 
existing products in the marketplace back into design. If you 
have assets already in operation, wouldn’t it be great to know 
how your customers are using them? Real data helps make that 
next design all the better, but it’s locked in a data historian. 
How can you turn those gigabytes into something of use?

These are all examples of artificial intelligence (AI), which 
is the intersection of data science and compute power, applied 
to real-world cases. Computers playing chess is interesting, but 
the real benefits of AI are in making businesses more agile and 
profitable. 

How can you get ready for AI? Look at your design pro-
cess for places where analytics could have a real impact. That’s 
early, to the left. Explore the data you might need—what, from 
where, how verified, for what purpose—and how you will in-
tegrate it into your design. Look at your favorite vendor’s cur-
rent offering around generative design today and ask them 
about their AI plans. Be a beta tester, to get early visibility—
remember, all it can do is suggest; you are still in charge of 
your design. Above all, be open to letting the machine do some 
work for you. You have unique human, irreplaceable skills that 
you can make even stronger by the intelligent application of 
some of these technologies. DE

Monica Schnitger is president of Schnitger Corporation 
(schnitgercorp.com). Send email about this commentary to de-
editors@digitaleng.news.

Shift Left to Get Ready for AI

IN SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, there’s a concept called “shift left.” Typically, all of the testing happens at the right side of 
the Gantt chart or project plan, toward the end of the planning process. When a project shifts left, it involves other resources 
much earlier in the project, to test the user experience, functionality, connection to other apps and everything else that 
encompasses making that piece of software hum. Shifting left lets the team identify flaws and opportunities to enhance the 

product while there’s still time to act. Go too far to the right, and there’s not enough time before release to affect change.
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G R A P H E N E
By Tom Kevan

These light-responsive, graphene-based mechanisms promise to 
help the fabrication of multifunction devices whose electrical out-
put can be manipulated through use of external stimuli. Developers 
hope to use this technology to deliver a new class of electronic com-
ponents that promote further miniaturization and pave the way for 
promising sensing, optoelectronic and flexible-device applications.

Controlling Molecular Events
Until recently, a significant shortcoming of nanotechnology has 
been the inability to precisely manipulate the electrical output in 
solid-state devices through the control of molecular events. To 
address this issue, developers sought to fabricate multifunctional 
devices whose electrical conductance could be adjusted by exploit-
ing unique functions encoded in specific molecular groups.

Researchers have conducted studies using photochromic mol-
ecules, which can switch between two stable states when exposed 
to light in specific wavelengths. The results showed that these mol-
ecules allow the use of light to modulate the electrical character-
istics of solid-state devices. Of particular interest, some exercises 
indicated the possibility of exploiting photochromic molecules 
to modulate the conductance of semiconductive materials, which 
could eventually lead to light-switchable macroscopic devices.

Unfortunately, in these cases, the switching process was in-
ferred, based on electrical characterization, without real-space vi-
sualization of the supramolecular structural changes. As a result, 
scientists have found it difficult to validate the working mecha-
nism of these switches, meaning the electrical effects measured at 
the device level could not be rationalized.

Building a Molecular Switch
The Graphene Flagship research team has addressed these short-
comings by designing a molecule that undergoes chemical trans-
formations when illuminated by ultraviolet and visible light. The 
researchers found that by anchoring the molecule to the surface 
of 2D materials, such as graphene or molybdenum disulfide, they 
generated an atomically precise macroscopic superlattice—in this 

case, a structure of layers made up of two materials. The superlat-
tice undergoes structural rearrangement when illuminated.

This switching event can be observed with a sub-nanometer 
resolution using a scanning tunneling microscope. This way, the 
technology provides visual verification of the transformation, tak-
ing validation beyond electrical characterization.

Equally significant, the light-induced molecular reorganiza-
tion triggers large changes in the macroscopic electrical prop-
erties of the hybrid device. The molecule-graphene superlattice 
converts single-molecule events into a switching action that gen-
erates a macroscopic electrical response.

This technique promises to allow scientists to exploit the col-
lective switching events occurring in the hybrid superlattices to 
trigger large-scale, reversible modulation of the electrical proper-
ties of opto-electronic devices.

Technology’s Potential Impact
To understand how this will impact electronics in general, and 
devices like sensors specifically, review the two main components. 

Two-dimensional materials such as graphene offer large surface-
to-volume ratio, unique optical properties, high electrical conduc-
tivity, ultra-high surface sensitivity and high carrier mobility and 
density. Combined, these qualities provide a rich medium for the 
interplay between molecular assembly on the materials’ surfaces 
and electrical transport in devices. Researchers also found that gra-
phene facilitated the hybridization process by enabling them to ar-
range well-defined molecular groups at predetermined locations, 
with atomic precision, tailoring supramolecular architectures.

Regarding nanosensor development, all attributes are greatly 
beneficial for sensing functions. For example, graphene’s large 
surface area enhances surface loading of molecules, and its ex-
cellent conductivity and small band gap can facilitate conducting 
electrons between molecules and the electrode surface. These 
characteristics promise to make graphene-based devices more 
sensitive, enable them to detect smaller changes in relevant physi-
cal properties and work quicker than traditional sensors.

As for the molecular photoswitch, the ability to tailor molecular 
superlattices promises to open the door for the development of var-
ious new materials that sport tunable and responsive properties. DE

Tom Kevan is a freelance writer/editor specializing in engineering and 
communications technology. Contact him via de-editors@digitaleng.news.

Developing Molecular Switches

S CIENTISTS FROM GRAPHENE FLAGSHIP, a 
European research initiative, have extended the 
limits of nanotechnology by combining graphene’s 
properties with precision molecular chemistry to 

develop a way to create and validate molecular switches.
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Today, edge computing systems enabled by AI technologies 
perform an increasing number of advanced analytic tasks, miti-
gating the necessity of forwarding processed data to the cloud 
for analysis. This latest incarnation of edge computing reduces 
latency, power consumption and cost while improving reliability 
and data security. The infusion of AI into edge devices promises 
a new class of applications across a broad spectrum of industries, 
and redefining the role of the cloud in the process.

Forces Driving Change
A number of factors have come together to bring about these 
computing changes. Chief among these are the emergence of 

the internet of things (IoT) and the ever-growing volume of 
data that its constituent devices generate. Together, these factors 
have increased demands for local intelligence that can perform 
the complex analysis required to extract full value from the IoT.

At the same time, technological advances, accompanied by 
more affordable pricing, have added momentum to this transi-
tion. As a result, edge system designers are incorporating more 
and more compute, store and analytic capabilities into devices 
residing close to the data sources.

Running AI on Edge Computing Systems
Users can see the advances in compute technology by looking 

Harnessing increased compute power to address AI applications 
requires storage, cloud and infrastructure planning. 

BY TOM KEVAN

A S EDGE COMPUTING TECHNOLOGY EVOLVES, the number of functions performed on the periphery 
of the network also grows. Paralleling—and enabling—this trend, edge system providers are starting to 
incorporate an increasing variety of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies into their offerings. These 
developments represent a departure from early implementations, where the role of edge computing was mostly 

to ingest, store, filter and send data to cloud systems. 

AI Moves to the 
Network’s Edge
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at the specialized hardware introduced by leading chipmak-
ers. These include processors ranging from ARM’s Mali-G76 
graphics processing unit (GPU) and NXP Semiconductors’ 
i.MX RT1050 crossover processor to the more recent CEVA 
NeuPro family of AI processors. Armed with improvements 
in compute capability, form factor and energy efficiency, 
these specialized processing units can now support AI-
enabled edge-based applications, such as natural language 
processing, intelligent sensor data interpretation and secure 
device provisioning.

In gauging the extent of chipmakers’ ability to meet com-
pute resource demands for  supporting edge AI, it is important 
to remember the diversity required to serve this environment. 
No single architecture or processor type can support every AI 
application or workload. As a result, current efforts to deploy 
AI applications on the edge sometimes must tap the strength 
of both local and cloud-based compute resources.

“Some applications utilize vast amounts of data, and their 
sheer scale means that moving them to the edge is not cur-
rently a logical step,” says Dennis Laudick, vice president of 
marketing for the machine learning group at ARM. “Big data 
use cases typically require big compute power, so for some 
tasks, it doesn’t make sense to run them at the edge.”

Processor Juggling Act
The challenges facing design engineers implementing AI tech-
nologies at the network’s edge touch on numerous issues. A 
key factor is the selection of processing resources to meet the 
application requirements.

Here, the designer’s job is complicated by the fact that AI 
and machine learning (ML) processing requirements vary sig-
nificantly according to the network and workload. As a result, 
engineers must juggle an assortment of factors when selecting 
the processing unit.

The designer first must identify the use cases served by the 
processing unit; determine which neural network works best 
in those situations; choose the most appropriate hardware; and 
define the desired performance level.

Designers must also come to terms with space constraints 
and power consumption issues. Because space is often in short 
supply and edge devices tend to be battery-powered, anything 
that consumes too much of either is a non-starter. These limi-
tations, however, do not preclude AI and ML functions.

“It’s more than possible to deploy neural networks on low-
power processors found in, say, always-on systems, such as 
those based on microcontrollers,” says Laudick. “This gives 
you access to a number of AI/ML workloads—from speech 

recognition to image classification—within limited memory, 
compute resources and power budgets.

As complex as all these issues are, the decision-making 
process is further confounded by the variety of hardware op-
tions available to the designer. “Selecting the right solution 
for your application can be a series of tradeoffs—from mi-
crocontroller units for cost- and power-constrained embed-
ded IoT systems and CPUs for moderate performance with 
general-purpose programmability, to GPUs for faster perfor-
mance with graphics-intensive applications and neural pro-
cessing units for intensive ML processing,” says Laudick. “Se-
lecting a solution that provides optimal performance—while 
matching power and space constraints—can appear complex.”

To meet these challenges, some designers turn to heteroge-
neous platforms. These systems combine more than one kind 
of processor or core—such as CPUs, GPUs, digital signal pro-
cessors, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) and neural 
processing units. This approach aims to benefit from the best 
characteristics of each component, grouping dissimilar copro-
cessors that have specialized processing capabilities to handle 
particular tasks. Equally important, it enables the system to 
support a variety of AI workloads, delivering optimal perfor-
mance and reduced power consumption for each task.

Leveraging New Tools and Models
In addition to seeing the birth of new breeds of processors, the 
industry has witnessed the introduction of tools and model 
libraries from open source communities that aim to ease the 
pain of developing AI-enabled edge systems. Major semicon-
ductor vendors have also added features to their products that 
support the incorporation of AI capabilities.

“Leading edge computing systems support importing 

ARM’s machine learning processor architecture 
aims to provide three key features: ef�ciency of 
convolutional computations, ef�cient data movement 
and programmability. Image courtesy of ARM.

LEFT: The infusion of arti�cial intelligence into edge 
devices promises to enable designers to extract full 
value from the IoT by better leveraging the deluge 
of data generated by its constituent devices. Image 
courtesy of gettyimages/Jakarin2521. 
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models developed through various modeling frameworks 
and tools, such as Spark ML and R Studio, through the use 
of predictive markup model language,” says Keith Higgins, 
vice president of marketing at FogHorn Systems. “PMML 
leverages any existing data science development investment 
already spent by the customer.”

Although these developments further the cause of AI tech-
nologies on edge systems, the new tools and models take the 
designer only so far. “The challenge becomes training the 
models,” says Markus Levy, director of AI and machine learn-
ing technologies at NXP Technologies. “While models and 
tools exist on the market today—open source and commer-
cial—leveraging new tools and models and training a device to 

work within parameters to do what you want it to do will be 
the challenge. In other words, system developers must do the 
final stages of training based on the data that is totally relevant 
to their own application.”

Another challenge encountered today is determining the 
compute resources required to create and train the ML model. 
To meet these challenges, designers sometimes must rely on 
the power of the cloud.

“The cloud plays a critical role in ML model creation and 
training, especially for deep learning models because signifi-
cant compute resources are required,” says Higgins. “Once the 
model is trained in the cloud, it can be ‘edgified’ and pushed 
to the edge. This enables an iterative, closed-loop, edge-to-

NXP’s i.MX 8M Mini heterogeneous applications processor combines CPU and GPU processing, taking 
advantage of the characteristics of an assortment of processing units to support a greater variety of arti�cial 
intelligence workloads. Image courtesy of NXP Technologies.
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cloud ML approach, where edge inferences are continually 
being sent to the cloud to tune the model further, and updated 
models are pushed back to the edge.”

Fast Storage for Fast Processors
Discussions of deploying AI on edge systems almost imme-
diately gravitate to the demands on, and capabilities of, pro-
cessing systems. Unfortunately, these discussions all too often 
overshadow the importance of storage in AI applications. Re-
member that unless storage systems are optimized to keep pace 
with processing units, the exchange of data between the two 
systems becomes a bottleneck. This drives home the impor-
tance of selecting just the right combination of compute, stor-
age and memory technologies.

In the past, AI technologies like machine-learning systems 
tended to rely on traditional compute-storage architectures. 
Current systems, however—empowered by GPUs, FPGAs, 
and NPUs—can process data much faster. At the same time, 
the data sets used for ML training have grown larger as AI 
technology has evolved.

To meet these new challenges, designers have increas-
ingly relied on flash storage. Flash offers low latency and high 
throughput, and many industry watchers believe that the tech-
nology holds great promise for AI storage.

Specifically, flash boasts latency measured in microseconds, 
as opposed to disk array latencies, which often fall in the milli-
second range. Flash chips also take up much less space because 
they can be packed together much more densely than rotating 
drives. Flash also consumes less power, which can make a big 
difference in cost at large scales.

Designers can do one more thing to align compute and 
storage operating speeds: implementing non-Volatile Mem-
ory Express, or NVMe. This open logical device interface 
specification accelerates the transfer of data between com-
pute resources and solid-state drives like flash memory over 
a computer’s high-speed peripheral component interconnect 
express bus. NVMe technology promises to deliver higher I/O 
per second, offers performance across multiple cores for quick 
access to critical data and opens the door for scalability for 
future performance.

“NVMe isn’t ubiquitous yet, but it’s on its way,” says Bruce 
Kornfeld, chief marketing officer and senior vice president of 
product management at StorMagic. “Edge sites with solid-
state disks using NVMe will dramatically increase the scale of 
AI, machine learning and big data applications able to run at 
edge sites.”

Edge AI Casts a Long Shadow
There are countless examples of applications of AI on the 
network’s edge, and companies come up with new ways of 
applying the technologies each day. Some people more read-
ily recognize the technologies’ influence in the automotive, 
mobile, healthcare and smart home systems. In these cases, 

edge AI enables the control and interface functions that have 
captured people’s imagination, such as facial recognition, 
voice activation, natural language processing and gesture 
recognition.

The impact of edge AI, however, is even broader. One area 
likely to reap significant benefits from this technology is the 
manufacturing sector. 

“AI can address many challenges in manufacturing, partic-
ularly in production lines, with identifying defects,” says Tom 
Bradicich, vice president and general manager of servers and 
IoT systems at Hewlett Packard Enterprise. “Throughout a 
production line, there could be video cameras, sensors and 
beacons—all collecting data and monitoring the action. Add-
ing AI to this situation would enable that production line to 
identify a defective product at the earliest point, and to com-
municate with other components of the machine and with the 
people operating the machinery to address the issue. As more 
and more products are turned out, technologies like machine 
learning can be applied to get smarter and recognize even 
more minute errors in products to improve overall quality 
and consistency.”

An example of this is seen where AI in edge computing 
systems helps to predict anomalies on the manufacturing 
floor. These anomalies can include imminent failure, security 
breaches or just suboptimal performance. For instance, vibra-
tion could be monitored and analyzed to determine when a 
rotating turbine needs to be serviced.

Edge AI also opens the door for better security and pri-
vacy protection. “Localizing processing, functions and ca-
pabilities also protects private credentials, mutual device 
authentication and secure device management that spans ap-
plications into smart governance, infrastructure and beyond,” 
says NXP’s Levy.

But the migration of AI to the network’s edge is just get-
ting started. “Who knows what the future holds,” says ARM’s 
Laudick. “We’re witnessing a dramatic shift in the capabilities 
of compute processing power and a huge amount of activity 
in adapting AI algorithms and technology to more power-ef-
ficient devices, so more tasks than ever before can be deployed 
at the edge of the network.”  DE

Tom Kevan is a freelance writer/editor specializing in engineering 
and communications technology. Contact him via de-editors@
digitaleng.news.

INFO ➜ ARM: ARM.com

➜ FogHorn Systems: FogHorn.io

➜ Hewlett Packard Enterprise: HPE.com

➜ NXP Technologies: NXP.com

➜ StorMagic: StorMagic.com

For more information on this topic, visit DigitalEngineering247.com.
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These high-density systems are the next step in high-per-
formance computing (HPC), and they come with the bonus 
of providing a standardized platform for new artificial intelli-
gence (AI) and deep learning (DL) applications. Hyperconver-
gence takes virtualization to another level to increase resource 
use. When essential services move from custom hardware 
products to commodity servers, application latency is reduced 
and the ability to run large data sets increases. 

“While emerging technologies, such as artificial in-
telligence, IoT and software-defined storage (SDS) and 
networking offer competitive benefits, their workloads 
can be difficult to predict and pose new challenges for 
IT departments,” says Ashley Gorakhpurwalla, president 
and general manager, Dell EMC Server and Infrastructure 
Systems. The modular approach of hyperconverged sys-
tems offers a path to “flexibly build and combine compute, 
storage and networking, so organizations can transform 
their IT in a way that optimizes resources and offers in-
vestment protection for future generations of technologi-
cal advances,” he continues.

Many data centers and HPC systems still use disk-based 
solutions, but the need for speed means flash storage is be-
coming more popular. All-flash storage is now considered en-
terprise ready and can be specified for new hyperconverged 
HPC systems. Flash storage’s low latency means removal of 
latency-based workflow bottlenecks and subsequent increases 
in efficiency. 

Another advantage of HCI is the ability to use in-memory 
computing as a standard IT resource. In-memory comput-
ing stores information in RAM, instead of specific databases. 
Using search algorithms, data is analyzed and presented as 
needed. SAP developed one of the first appliances for in-mem-
ory computing: the high-speed analytical appliance (HANA). 
SAP claims it offers performance 10,000 times faster than 
standard disks used by databases. Vendors working on HCI 
solutions are adding in-memory computing to the mix. One 
expert, George Anadiotis of business consulting firm Linked 
Data Orchestration, says in-memory computing will do to 
spare compute power and memory what Hadoop did to spare 
commodity hardware.  

IN THE RACE TO INDUSTRY 4.0, more compute power is never enough. Improvements to engineering IT always 
pay back with more simulations, smoother design workflows, better visualizations and faster time to market. New 
productivity gains are coming from a melding of resources that, until now, operated separately. IT vendors call this new 
movement hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI). The goal is to centralize and democratize multiple IT components into 

one system that runs on standard, off-the-shelf servers.

The HPE HC 250 is a 2U virtualized 
platform for hyperconvergence IT. 
Image courtesy of HPE.

Hyperconvergence Promises 
HPC Democratization

IT component centralization brings promise  
for AI and deep learning applications. 

BY RANDALL S. NEWTON
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A key technology of hyperconvergence is SDS. Storage re-
sources and functionality are separated from dependencies on 
specific physical storage devices. The Storage Networking In-
dustry Association defines SDS as a system that offers automa-
tion, standard interfaces, virtualized data paths, scalability and 
transparency in storage utilization. This provides more flex-
ibility for the IT ecosystem to use resources efficiently. 

SDS differs from earlier technologies like network attached 
storage (NAS) and storage area networks (SAN) by use of stor-
age virtualization, allowing use of all available resources for 
storage pooling and automated storage management. NAS 
and SAN solutions often revolve around proprietary hardware; 
SDS installations use standard x86 storage hardware. Storage 
deployment becomes a software application providing unified 
availability, provisioning and scaling as required.

SDS deployments are the bridge to the next generation 
of product development platforms that will require real-time 
scalability and storage provisioning on demand. As develop-

ment systems and intelligent products mature, edge and fog 
computing resources will become as important as cloud and 
servers to the HPC environment.

Research Institutions and Hyperconvergence 
Academic and scientific researchers are taking a close look at 
IT hyperconvergence. “Conventional approaches to IT cannot 
accommodate the business agility” required today, noted S.A. 
Azeem and S.K. Sharma in the International Journal of Advanced 
Research in Computer Science. “Converged systems are rapidly 
gaining acceptance as a way to improve overall business agility 
and the productivity of IT staff.” 

Azeem and Sharma note six benefits of moving to a HCI: 
1. The use of common data center products can be managed 
through a single interface; 
2. software-defined storage can be easily integrated; 
3. hardware standardization;
4. increased resource use;
5. increased use of virtual desktops; and
6. fewer issues with user-caused problems such as boot storms, 
and allowance for more services such as virus scanning to run 
as background services.

First-ever Magic Quadrant
Gaining the attention of research firm Gartner Inc. is a rite of 
passage for new technologies. HCI got its own Magic Quadrant 
for the first time this year. Gartner predicts that by 2020, 20% of 
business-critical applications currently deployed on traditional 
three-tier platforms will transition to hyperconvergence.  

Vendors who made the initial Magic Quadrant list had to 
show a minimum of 50 production hyperconvergence custom-
ers and had to have at least $10 million in bookings. Twelve 
vendors made the inaugural list:  
Leaders: Nutanix, Dell EMC, VMware, HP Enterprise
Challengers: Cisco, Huawei, Pivot3
Visionary: Stratoscale, Microsoft
Niche Players: Scale Computing, DataCore, HTBase

As this is the first list of hyperconvergence companies from 
the research firm, we can expect places to shift as the technol-
ogy and the market find their footing. However, the benefits 
of hyperconvergence in today’s IT environment mean the con-
cept is poised to take on increasing importance. DE 

Randall S. Newton is principal analyst at Consilia Vektor, 
covering engineering technology. He has been part of the computer 
graphics industry in a variety of roles since 1985. Contact him at 
DE-Editors@digitaleng.news.

AI Meets Hyperconvergence

Artificial intelligence (AI) has leaped from univer-
sity labs to the workplace, finding acceptance 
in many applications including product devel-

opment. One reason to move to a hyperconverged 
high-performance computing infrastructure is to 
provide a better home for AI applications (and deep 
learning), which can be voracious users of memory 
and storage. AI-enhanced machine vision is also a 
growing application. Object recognition and semantic 
segregation (object categorization) are advancing 
significantly and require suitable IT infrastructure, as is 
the reliance of AI-enhanced robotics development.  

Research firm PwC predicts global gross domes-
tic product (GDP) will grow 14% by 2030 as a result 
of AI—the equivalent of an extra $15.7 trillion in the 
global economy. McKinsey Global Institute says 
AI-enabled asset management can lead to up to 
20% (EBIT) improvement by improving capital pro-
ductivity. McKinsey also predicts AI will be a leading 
factor in driving increased digitalization. Industries 
with expected high near-term adoption of AI include 
automotive and high-tech manufacturing.    

Vendors are offering specific AI-optimized hard-
ware components for hyperconverged environments. 
Dell EMC has partnered with Intel and NVIDIA on 
an updated version of the Dell EMC VxRail appli-
ance specifically for AI. Hewlett Packard Enterprise 
(HPE) has a line of products and services tailored to 
AI needs. “Deep learning relies on high-performance 
computing to identify patterns and relationships within 
massive amounts of data,” notes Pankaj Goyal, VP 
of Hybrid IT Strategy and AI for HPE, in describing 
the company’s new line of products and services that 
extend the hyperconvergence model to AI. 

INFO ➜ Dell EMC: DellEMC.com

➜ Gartner: Gartner.com

➜ Hewlett Packard Enterprise: HPE.com

➜ Intel: Intel.com

➜ Linked Data Orchestration: LinkedDataOrchestration.com

➜ NVIDIA: NVIDIA.com

For more information on this topic, visit DigitalEngineering247.com.
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From the outside, the charcoal gray 
case shares the same esthetics as other 
systems in the Z workstation family. 
But the Z2 SFF G4 is smaller than HP’s 
previous small form factor workstations 
while providing 50% more processing 
power than them. 

The Z2 SFF G4 can sit horizontally 
or vertically and includes a rear shelf for 
easy gripping. The front panel includes 
a small power button, hard drive indica-
tor, combo audio jack and a pair of USB 
3.0 ports (including one with charging 
capability). There is also space for op-
tions, including a USB 3.1 Type-C port, 
an SD card reader, a slim optical drive 
and a 3.5-in. external/internal drive bay. 

The right half of the front panel 
consists of an air intake grille. An HP 
logo and Z2 emblem are discretely 
placed at the far left and right ends. The 
entire front panel is held in place with 
eight small magnets and is easily remov-
able to access a dust filter that keeps the 
HP Z2 SFF G4 reliable and whisper 
quiet. Sound from our evaluation unit 
barely crept above 37dB throughout 
our testing.

The rear of the case includes a pair 
of audio jacks, an RJ-45 jack for the in-
tegrated gigabit ethernet, two USB 2.0 

A Great Little Workstation: 
HP Z2 Small Form Factor G4
HP introduces the world’s most powerful small form factor workstation.

The HP Z2 SFF G4 has lots of rear panel ports and a well-organized 
interior, with drive bays that pivot to access internal connections.
 Image courtesy of David Cohn.

BY DAVID COHN

IN EARLY AUGUST, HP announced the fourth generation of its Z2 entry-level workstations. Just days later, a new 
HP Z2 Small Form Factor (SFF) G4 workstation arrived at our lab for benchmarking. Billed as a powerful small 
form factor workstation, the HP Z2 SFF G4 measures just 13.31x15.0x3.94 in. and weighs slightly less than 14 lbs. 
However, it packs a lot of power for its size.
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ports, four USB 3.0 ports and a pair of 
DisplayPorts dedicated to the integrated 
Intel HD graphics (for those systems 
equipped with a suitable CPU). There 
is also space for an optional wireless 
local area network antenna, an optional 
USB 3.1 Gen2 charging port/Thunder-
bolt 3.0 port for systems that include a 
PCIe add-in card, an optional serial port 
and optional PS/2 keyboard and mouse 
ports. The NVIDIA Quadro P1000 
graphics board included in our system 
provides four Mini DisplayPorts.

Well-Organized Interior
The top of the case can easily be re-
moved to access the system’s very 
well-organized interior. The front por-
tion of the chassis includes four drive 
bays. In addition to the front-panel 
bays for the optical drive and 3.5-in. 
drive, there is a full-size internal bay 
and a second 3.5-in. bay. The system 

also supports up to two M.2 HP Z 
Turbo Drives. HP offers a wide range 
of internal storage options, including 
7200rpm SATA drives from 500GB to 
6TB, SATA solid-state drives (SSDs) 
from 256GB to 2TB capacity, HP Z 
Turbo Drives ranging from 256GB up 
to 1TB and Intel Optane SSD drives 

with capacities of 280GB up to 480GB 
(via new Optane drives). The system 
we received included a 256GB HP Z 
Turbo Drive as the boot drive and an 
Western Digital 1TB SATA data drive, 
installed in the full-size internal bay.

An HP motherboard is nestled in 
the case’s base, extending a few inches 

The new HP Z2 Small Form Factor G4 workstation packs great performance 
into a small package at an affordable price. Image courtesy of HP. 
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beneath the drives, but the entire drive bay assembly easily 
pivots to access the entire motherboard. The motherboard 
provides four memory sockets and four expansion slots. 
The entry-level Z2 SFF G4 configuration includes 8GB of 
memory but our evaluation unit came with 32GB of RAM, 
installed as a pair of 16GB DDR4-2666 error-correcting 
code (ECC) memory modules. The Z2 can be equipped with 
either ECC or non-ECC memory and supports up to 64GB 
of dual-channel RAM (or 128GB once 32GB dual-inline 
memory modules become available).

Expansion capabilities include two PCIe3 x16 slots and two 
PCIe3 x4 slots. Although the base Z2 SFF G4 configuration 
relies on integrated Intel HD graphics, HP offers a choice of 
four different discrete graphics boards, including an AMD 
Radeon Pro WX 3100 and a choice of three different NVIDIA 
Quadro graphics processing units (GPUs). Our evaluation unit 
came with an NVIDIA Quadro P1000 graphics board with 
4GB of GDDR5 memory. This Pascal-based GPU includes 
640 compute unified device architecture cores, a 128-bit inter-
face and a bandwidth of up to 82GB/second, while consuming 
just 47 watts, helping our Z2 SFF G4 achieve great graphics 
performance for an entry-level workstation.

At the heart of the system, HP offers a wide range of Intel 
CPU options, including next-generation Intel Xeon and Core 
processors with up to six cores. Although the base configura-
tion comes with a 3.6GHz quad-core Intel Core i3-8100, our 
evaluation unit was equipped with a quad-core 3.8GHz Intel 
Xeon E-2174G. This Coffee Lake processor has a 4.7GHz 
maximum turbo speed and includes 8MB cache and inte-
grated Intel UHD Graphics 630, with a 71-watt thermal de-
sign power rating.

Great Performance
We put the HP Z2 SFF G4 through our standard battery 
of tests and were very impressed with the results. On the 
SPECviewperf tests, the Z2 SFF G4 performed extremely 
well, easily outpacing every other entry-level and small form 
factor system we have tested to date (see page 28). Its results 
on the SPEC SolidWorks benchmark were equally impressive.

On our AutoCAD rendering test, which clearly shows the 
advances of fast CPUs with multiple cores, the HP Z2 SFF G4 
completed the rendering test in an average of 45.1 seconds,  
easily outpacing all but the fastest workstations.

We also ran the very demanding SPECwpc workstation 
performance benchmarks. Here, the performance of the HP 
Z2 SFF G4 was a bit mixed, with results on some of the indi-
vidual test components at the lower end of the performance 
spectrum while others were firmly in the middle of the pack. 
When comparing the overall results, however, the HP Z2 SFF 
G4 clearly qualifies as a very capable workstation, and is easily 
able to conquer typical CAD and 3D modeling tasks.

HP rounded out our evaluation unit with a USB keyboard 
and a USB optical wheel mouse. Strangely, the keyboard was 

the only part of our configuration that gave us pause. Instead 
of a typical utilitarian keyboard, the thin 105-key HP USB 
Premium Keyboard we received had chiclet-style keys with 
limited stroke depth, making for a poor typing experience. The 
system came preloaded with the latest version of Windows 10 
Professional 64-bit.

Like other HP professional Z-series workstations, the HP 
Z2 Small Form Factor G4 workstation is independent soft-
ware vendor certified for professional applications like Auto-
CAD and SolidWorks. The system is also backed by a three-
year warranty that covers parts, labor and on-site service and 
is protected by HP Sure Start, the company’s self-healing, 
hardware enforced basic input-output system security. HP 
Remote Graphics software and HP Performance Advisor are 
also included.

Prices start at just $749 for a system with an Intel Core 
i3-8100 CPU, 8GB of RAM, a 1TB hard drive and DVDWR 
drive. As tested, our evaluation unit, with a Xeon E-2174G 
hard drive, 32GB of ECC memory, NVIDIA Quadro P1000 
GPU, 256GB M.2 Z Turbo drive and 1TB hard drive cost 
$1,949, making the HP Z2 Small Form Factor G4 a solid per-
forming workstation at an affordable price. DE

David Cohn is the technical publishing manager at 4D 
Technologies. He also does consulting and technical writing from his 
home in Bellingham, WA, and has been benchmarking PCs since 
1984. He’s a Contributing Editor to Digital Engineering and the 
author of more than a dozen books. You can contact him via email 
at david@dscohn.com or visit his website at dscohn.com.
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HP Z2 Small Form Factor G4 workstation
• Price:  $1,949 as tested ($749 base price)
• Size: 13.31x3.94x15 in. (WxHxD) small form factor desktop
• Weight:13.75 lbs.
• CPU: Intel Xeon E-2174G quad-core w/ 8MB cache 
• Memory: 32GB DDR4 2667MHz ECC (2x16GB) 128GB max
• Graphics: NVIDIA Quadro P1000
•  Hard Disk: 256GB Z Turbo PCIe SSD and 1TB Western Digital  

7200rpm SATA data drive 
• Floppy: None
• Optical: None
•  Audio: Conexant CX20632-31Z with built-in speaker, front 

panel combo jack, rear panel audio-in and audio-out 
•  Network: Integrated Intel I219-LM PCIe
•  Modem: None
•  Other: Six USB 3.0 (two front including one charging/four 

rear), two USB 2.0 (rear), four Mini DisplayPorts on NVIDIA 
board, two DisplayPorts for integrated Intel graphics 

•  Keyboard: 105-key HP Premium USB keyboard
• Pointing device: HP USB optical mouse
• Warranty: three-year parts, labor and on-site service
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The Dell Precision 7920 is a 2U form 
factor rack-mount workstation based on 
the Intel C621 Lewisburg chipset and 
the latest Intel Xeon scalable server 
processor family. For the uninitiated, a 
rack unit (U or RU) is a measure defined 
as 44.50 mm (1.75 in.) and is most fre-
quently used as a measurement of the 
overall height of 19-in. and 23-in. rack 
frames as well as the height of equip-
ment that mounts in these frames. So, 
a 2U form factor means the system is 
3.5 in. high. The Dell Precision 7920 
we received measured 19x28x3.5 in. and 
weighed 44.5 lbs.

The Dell Precision 7920 starts 
at $2,549, for a system with a single 

1.7GHz Intel Xeon Bronze 3104 six-
core CPU, an NVIDIA Quadro P400 
graphics card, 16GB of 2666MHz 
DDR4 error-correcting code (ECC) 
memory, a single 1100-watt power sup-
ply and a single 500GB 7200rpm SATA 
hard drive, with Windows 10 Pro pre-
loaded. But that’s just the starting point.

Packed with Options
Because servers are supposed to run 
24/7/365, the Precision 7920 offers lots 
of redundancy. For example, the front of 
the system provides eight hot-swappable 
hard drive bays. If a drive fails, swap in 
a new one without having to shut down 
the system first. The front panel also 

provides a USB 3.0 port, space for an 
optical drive, a USB management port, 
a pair of USB 2.0 ports, a 15-pin VGA 
port and a power button. 

The rear of our system included a 
single power connector, but the Preci-
sion 7920 can be equipped with a second 
power supply, so that even if one of those 
fails, it too can be swapped out without 
interrupting work. Other connections 
include an RJ-45 enterprise network 
jack, a nine-pin serial port, a 15-pin 
VGA port, two USB 3.0 ports and four 
RJ-45 network jacks.

Accessing the interior of the Preci-
sion 7920 is simple. A single latch re-
leases the large flat top of the case, ex-

Racking Up Results: Dell Precision 
7920 Rack-Mount (2U) Workstation
Dell packs a lot of power into its latest rack-mount workstation.

BY DAVID COHN

WE HAVE REVIEWED
many Dell workstations 
over the years, but the 
system that arrived at 

our lab recently was a first for us. The 
Dell Precision 7920 is a rack-mount 
workstation, something that would 
typically be hidden away in a server 
room and then accessed remotely 
from a PC or zero-footprint client. 
Rather than accessing it over a local 
area network or wireless area network, 
however, we simply placed the system 
on our workbench, connected a 
keyboard, mouse and monitor, and ran 
our tests directly on the Precision 7920. 
We knew from past experience (see DE 
July 2017) that the performance would 
be virtually identical to what a remote 
user typically experiences.

Inside, everything about the Dell Precision 7920 rack mount workstation is 
modular, providing lots of options. Image courtesy of Dell.
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posing a nearly full interior. Behind the front panel drive bays, 
six 2-in. fans direct air through plastic baffles to cool the vari-
ous components. The large motherboard fills the bottom of 
the case. A total of 24 memory sockets sit just beyond the fans, 
supporting up to 3TB of six-channel memory. For our evalua-
tion unit, Dell provided 64GB of RAM, installed as eight 8GB 
DDR4 registered dual in-line memory ECC modules, adding 
$1,202. If you’re curious, 3TB of RAM would add $82,527.

There are also two CPU sockets, and Dell offers a choice of 
24 different Intel Xeon processors, ranging from the 1.7GHz 
6-core CPU in the base configuration up to a 2.5GHz 28-core 
CPU. Our system came with dual 3.0GHz Intel Xeon Gold 
6136 processors (2.7GHz turbo). Each of these Skylake CPUs 
contains 12 cores, a 24.75MB cache, and have a thermal design 
power rating of 150 watts. The dual processors added $4,651 
to the cost of our workstation.

To sandwich everything in the 3.5-in. height of the case, 
riser cards provide a total of eight PCIe Gen 3 expansion slots, 
including six full height/full length slots, one full height/half-
length slot, and one low profile/full-length slot. The system 
can support up to three AMD or NVIDIA graphics boards. 
Our evaluation unit came with a single NVIDIA Quadro 
P5000 graphics processing unit (GPU).

The system Dell sent us also went well beyond the base 
hard drive configuration. Our Precision 7920 came with four 
2.5-in. 600GB 15K SAS 12Gbps hard drives, configured in a 
RAID 10 array—1TB of storage striped across a pair of drives 
and then mirrored onto the other pair—plus a 1TB Dell Ul-

tra-Speed Duo PCIe M.2 PCIe NVMe Class 50 solid-state 
drive (SSD) as the boot drive, a combination that added an 
additional $2,768 to the system price. 

After tallying everything up, the Dell Precision 7920 rack-
mount workstation we received priced out at $12,702.

Proven results
We ran the Dell Precision 7920 through the same battery of 
tests we perform on every other workstation. As expected, most 
of the results were excellent (see page 28). On the SPECview-
perf test, the Precision 7920 beat the other dual-socket work-
stations we’ve tested and scored near the top of the pack com-
pared to all workstations, even garnering top results on one of 
the datasets. But despite the powerful NVIDIA Quadro P5000 
GPU, even the dual 3.0GHz Intel Xeon CPUs could not beat 
the results we recorded for some of the over-clocked worksta-
tions we’ve recently reviewed.

Similarly, on the SPECapc SolidWorks test, the Dell Pre-
cision 7920 turned in consistently high scores, again beating 
all the other dual-CPU systems we’ve reviewed, but it lagged 
behind the over-clocked single CPU systems. And on our 
AutoCAD rendering test, which clearly shows the advantage 
of fast CPUs with multiple cores, even the equivalent of 48 
cores running at 3.0GHz could not capture the fastest score 
on this test. The Dell Precision 7920 completed the test ren-
dering in an average of 29.6 seconds—super fast, but nearly 5 
seconds slower than the @Xi MTower we recently reviewed.

But it was a totally different story when we turned our at-

TOP: The Dell Precision 7920 is a 2U form-factor rack-mount workstation, with up to eight front panel hot-

swappable drives. BOTTOM: Expansion cards are sandwiched horizontally, and the Precision 7920 can be 
equipped with a pair of hot-swappable power supplies. Images courtesy of Dell.
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tention to the very demanding SPECwpc workstation per-
formance benchmark. On this test, the Dell Precision 7920 
turned in results that were nothing short of spectacular. Here, 
the rack-mount workstation achieved the best scores we have 
ever recorded on nearly every aspect of this test.

Because they are meant to go into racks in a server room, 
rack-mounted workstations lack the acoustic dampening typi-
cally found in towers and desktop systems. Even at idle, the 
Dell Precision 7920 registered an average sound pressure 
level of 65dB, well above “loud,” and bordering on “disturb-
ing.” Under heavy compute loads, it became even louder. Of 
course, the system is not meant to be sitting on a workbench 
less than 4 ft. away from your desk.

Dell preloaded Windows 10 Professional 64-bit, but also 
offers several versions of Linux. Those wishing to access the 
server using PCoIP would likely want to include a Teradici re-
mote access host card, and again, Dell offers numerous choices, 
with prices ranging from $229 to $908. It may be necessary 
to include the proper rails to install the server in a rack (be-
tween $105 and $167). A three-year warranty with on-site ser-
vice after remote diagnosis is standard, with warranties up to 
five years, ProSupport and even 24/7 four-hour on-site service 
available for an additional fee.

A system like this is not for everyone. But if equipping a 
server room to support remote workstation access for a team 
of engineers or designers, the Dell Precision 7920 is a power-
house, offering lots of options with room to grow. DE

David Cohn is the senior content manager at 4D Technologies. 
He also does consulting and technical writing from his home in 
Bellingham, WA, and has been benchmarking PCs since 1984. He’s 
a Contributing Editor to Digital Engineering and the author of 
more than a dozen books. You can contact him via email at david@
dscohn.com or visit his website at dscohn.com.
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Dell Precision 7920
• Price:  $12,702 as tested ($2,549 base price)
• Size: 19.0x28.0x3.5-in. (WxDxH) 2U form factor rack mount
• Weight: 44.5 lbs.
•  CPU: Dual 3.0GHz Intel Xeon Gold 6136 w/24.75MB  

Smart Cache
• Memory: 64GB
• Graphics: NVIDIA Quadro P5000 w/16GB GDDR5X memory
•  Hard Disk: 1TB Samsung SM 961 NVMe M.2 PCIe SSD plus four  

600GB SAS HDs in RAID 10 array
• Floppy: None
• Optical: None
•  Network:  Intel I350 (4x1Gbit) quad port
•  Modem: None
•  Other: USB 3.0, USB management port, two USB 2.0 ports and 

15-pin VGA on front; two USB 3.0 ports, RJ-45 enterprise jack, 
9-pin serial port, 15-pin VGA port, four RJ-45 network jacks on rear

Watch the webinar to learn:
• How to prepare a design fi le with demanding tolerances in CAD, 3D print a model, 

and post-process it
• How companies use SLA 3D printers and materials for engineering applications
• Advantages of SLA over fused deposition modeling (FDM) and digital light 

processing (DLP) technology

SLA 3D Printing With Engineering Materials:
CAD Design to Finished Part Webinar

Kevin Gautier
Channel Applications
Engineer

As stereolithography (SLA) 3D printers 
become increasingly a� ordable, more 
and more engineers and product 
designers are adopting the technology 
to rapidly create high quality, extremely 
precise parts in-house.

November 7 | 2 PM ET/11 AM PT

Register today! digitalengineering247.com/sla-3dprinting

Faris Sheikh
Webinar Specialist
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The Dell Precision 7820 comes housed in an innovative 
case measuring 6.87x20.5x16.37 in. Although our evaluation 
unit weighed 44.25 lbs., handles on the front and rear make 
it easy to move. Prices start at $1,659, for a system with a 
single Intel Xeon Bronze 1.7GHz six-core CPU, an NVIDIA 
Quadro P400 graphics card, 16GB of 2666MHz DDR4 error-
correcting code (ECC) memory, a 500GB 7200rpm SATA 
hard drive and a copy of Windows 10 Professional, but the sys-
tem that Dell sent us went way beyond those basic specs.

Cool-Looking Exterior
The front panel is split vertically, with the left side set back 1 in. 
A 5.25-in. FlexBay, oriented vertically, takes up the upper portion 
of the left half of this front panel, and in our evaluation unit, this 
bay contained a 16X DVD+/-RW drive. A panel along the left 
edge of the right half of the case contains a round power button 
and hard drive activity LED, an SD card slot, a pair of USB 3.1 
Gen 1 Type-A ports, a pair of USB 3.1 Gen 1 Type-C ports with 
PowerShare and a universal headphone jack. Below this, a slim-
line optical disk bay contained a second 8X DVD+/- drive.

A small latch releases the plastic bezel covering the right 
half of the front panel. Removing the bezel reveals four ad-
ditional FlexBays, which support up to four 2.5-in. or 3.5-in. 
drives. Dell offers a choice of 25 different drives, ranging 
from the 500GB SATA drive in the base configuration to 
4TB hard drives and solid-state drives (SSD) of 256GB to 
2TB. The system we received included a 512GB M.2 PCIe 
NVMe Class 50 SSD boot drive and a 2TB 7200rpm SATA 
drive, installed in two of the FlexBays, options that increased 
the system cost by $453 and $152, respectively. The Precision 
7820 can accommodate up to six drives.

The rear panel provides six additional USB 3.1 Gen 1 
Type-A ports, a nine-pin serial port, an RJ-45 network port, 
two PS/2 jacks for a mouse and keyboard, an audio line-out 
and line-in/microphone jacks.

Jam-Packed Interior
A single latch releases the left side panel to reveal an interior 
jam-packed with components. Most of those parts are modular, 
however, with blue touchpoints indicating how each can be 

Dell Precision 7820 Tower 
Workstation: Compact Power
This new Dell workstation packs dual CPUs in an innovative chassis.

The modular design of the Dell Precision 7820 makes it  
easy to add and remove components. Image courtesy of Dell.

BY DAVID COHN

JUST DAYS AFTER THE PRECISION 7920 rack-mount workstation arrived at our labs, we received another 
package from Dell. Like the 7920, the Dell Precision 7820 is a dual-socket workstation based on the Intel C621 
Lewisburg chipset and powered by one of the latest Intel Xeon scalable server processors. But unlike the 7920 rack-
mount, which is also available in a tower configuration, the Dell Precision 7820 has a compact design.
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blue-tipped latch releases the 950-
watt power supply, which has blind 
mates so that it can be quickly 
swapped out without having to 
fiddle with any cables. Similarly, 
pressing a single button enables the 
ability to quickly swap out the hard 
drives installed in the FlexBays.

When first opening the case, 
the large motherboard is almost 
entirely hidden beneath various 
components. In fact, the only 
portions of the board that are 
immediately accessible are the 
six PCIe Gen 3 slots. The 7820 
motherboard provides two x16 
slots, one x16 slot wired as x8, one 
x16 slot wired as x4, one x16 slot 
wired as x1 and a PCI 32/33 slot. 
In our evaluation unit, one of the 
PCIe x16 slots was filled with an 
NVIDIA Quadro P4000 graphics 
card, a graphics processing unit 
(GPU) with 8GB of dedicated 
GDDR5 memory. With its 1792 CUDA cores and 256-bit 
interface, the P4000 delivers a bandwidth of up to 243GB/
second, while its 105-watt power requirements necessitate a 
six-pin auxiliary connection.

That high-end NVIDIA GPU added $603 to the system 
price. The Precision 7820 can support up to two graph-
ics boards and Dell offers lots of choices, including AMD 
boards ranging from the Radeon Pro WX 2100 to the WX 
9100 and NVIDIA boards starting with the Quadro P400 in 
the base configuration, all the way up to the ultra-high-end 
Quadro P6000.

Although the base configuration comes with just a single 
CPU—and Dell offers a choice of 22 different Intel Xeon 
processors ranging from the 1.7GHz 6-core CPU in the base 
configuration up to a 2.5GHz 28-core CPU—the system 
we received included dual Intel Xeon Gold 6148 proces-
sors. Each of these 2.4GHz Skylake CPUs (3.7GHz Turbo) 
contain 20 cores, a 27.5MB cache and has a thermal design 
power rating of 150 watts. The dual processors added $7,197 
to the system price.

Fitting two processors into such a small case showed off 
Dell’s engineering creativity. Removing a plastic air shroud 
reveals one of the CPUs, which is flanked on either side by 
three memory sockets. Pressing a blue touch point unlatches 
the entire assembly containing the CPU and memory. Lift-
ing this out of the way reveals a second air shroud covering 
the second CPU, which is again flanked by six more memory 
sockets. The Dell Precision 7820 can support up to 384GB of 
RAM (using 32GB memory modules).

Dell definitely didn’t hold back when it came to memory. 
Our evaluation unit included 96GB of RAM, installed as 
twelve 8GB DDR4 registered dual in-line memory ECC 

modules, adding an additional $1,971. Our system also in-
cluded a Thunderbolt PCIe card, a keyboard and a mouse, 
bringing the total cost of the system we received to $12,582.

Great Performance
We put the Dell Precision 7820 through the same battery of 
benchmarks as every other system that comes through the 
DE labs, starting with the SPECviewperf test. On this assess-
ment, which focuses on graphic performance, the Precision 
7820 ranked near the top of pack, lagging only behind the 
Precision 7920 rack-mount system (with its more powerful 
GPU) and the over-clocked single CPU workstations we’ve 
reviewed recently.

On the SPECapc SolidWorks benchmark, the Dell Preci-
sion 7820 also turned in excellent scores, falling just short of 
the results posted by the 7920. On our AutoCAD rendering 
test, the Precision 7820 clearly illustrated the advantage of 
multiple cores. Despite the fact that its dual 2.4GHz proces-
sors were slower than the dual 3.0GHz CPUs in the 7920, its 
equivalent of 80 chores (compared to 48 in the rack-mount 
system) enabled it to edge out the Precision 7920, complet-
ing our test rendering in an average of 28.3 seconds. 

On the very demanding SPECwpc workstation perfor-
mance benchmark, the Dell Precision 7820 did even better. 
Thanks to its abundant memory and multiple cores, the Dell 
Precision 7820 managed to beat the Dell rack-mount system 
in most categories. In particular, it edged out the 7920 on 
most of the tests in the Product Development suite.

Throughout our tests, the Dell Precision 7820 was nearly 

Price/Performance chart based on SPECwpc Product 
Development benchmark dataset.

PERFORMANCE
(based on SPECwpc Product Development benchmark dataset)

P
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E

Price vs. Performance of Recent Workstations
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Workstations
Compared

Dell Precision 
7820

one 3.0GHz Intel 
Xeopn Gold 6148 

20-core CPU, 
NVIDIA Quadro 
P4000, 96GB 
RAM, 500GB 

SSD, 2TB SATA 
HD

Dell Precision 
7920  

rackmount one 
3.0GHz Intel Xeon 

Gold 6136 12-
core CPU, NVIDIA 
Quadro P5000, 
64GB RAM, 1TB 
SSD, 1TB SATA 

raid array

@Xi 
Mtower PCIe 

one 3.7GHz Intel 
Core i7-8700K 

6-core CPU 
over-clocked to 
5.0GHz, NVIDIA 
Quadro P4000, 

32GB RAM, 
500GB SSD

HP Z2 Small 
Form Factor G4
one 3.8GHz Intel 
Xeon E-2174G 
quad-core CPU, 
NVIDIA Quadro 
P1000, 32GB 
RAM, 256GB Z 
Turbo SSD, 1TB 

SATA HD

Origin 
PC M-Class

one 3.7GHz Intel 
Core i7-8700K 

6-core CPU 
over-clocked to 
4.9GHz, NVIDIA 
Quadro P5000, 

64GB RAM, 
512GB SSD, 3TB 

SATA HD

Velocity Micro 
ProMagix 

HD80A
one 3.5GHz AMD 
Ryzen Threadrip-
per 1920X 12-

core CPU, NVIDIA 
Quadro P5000, 

32GB RAM, 
512GB SSD, 4TB 

SATA HD

Price as tested $12,582 $12,702 $4,056 $1,949 $5,365 $6,603

Date tested 7/15/18 7/15/18 6/4/18 8/26/18 5/18/18 4/26/18

Operating System Windows 10
Home

Windows 10
Home

Windows 10
Home

Windows 10
Pro

Windows 10
Home

Windows 10
Home

SPECviewperf 12 (higher is better)

3dsmax-05 126.73 137.98 140.25 60.53 150.40 143.38

catia-04 131.31 183.62 164.72 62.60 206.44 159.73

creo-01 88.98 119.95 147.00 66.38 169.24 96.93

energy-01 12.01 16.24 12.70 4.46 18.64 18.58

maya-04 76.95 110.69 135.10 53.41 134.99 114.39

medical-01 52.59 79.75 56.16 18.03 79.37 76.94

showcase-01 80.13 102.97 82.86 24.96 103.99 102.04

snx-02 150.05 210.35 161.81 59.36 218.72 201.65

sw-03 117.99 184.45 197.24 103.80 212.00 167.42

SPECapc SOLIDWORKS 2015  (higher is better)

Graphics Composite 4.38 4.83 6.04 4.17 5.86 3.38

Shaded Graphics Sub-Composite 2.90 3.28 4.13 3.13 3.91 2.22

Shaded w/Edges Graphics Sub-Composite 3.73 4.11 5.23 4.05 4.95 2.70

Shaded using RealView Sub-Composite 3.27 3.68 4.59 3.46 4.38 2.43

Shaded w/Edges using RealView Sub-Composite 3.85 4.16 5.17 3.92 4.92 2.73

Shaded using RealView and Shadows  
Sub-Composite

3.71 4.07 5.26 3.87 5.02 2.80

Shaded with Edges using RealView and  
Shadows Graphics Sub-Composite

4.02 4.34 5.45 4.08 5.21 2.90

Shaded using RealView and Shadows and  
Ambient Occlusion Graphics Sub-Composite

10.57 12.38 13.75 6.03 14.60 9.22

Shaded with Edges using RealView and Shadows 
and Ambient Occlusion Graphics Sub-Composite

10.56 11.91 13.63 6.75 13.94 8.46

Wireframe Graphics Sub-Composite 3.25 3.35 4.77 3.89 4.58 2.99

CPU Composite 3.75 4.07 4.10 2.53 3.87 4.25

SPECwpc v2.0 (higher is better)

Media and Entertainment 5.21 6.27 4.70 2.42 4.93 5.03

Product Development 6.74 6.35 4.32 2.24 4.88 5.26

Life Sciences 10.09 9.93 4.88 2.25 5.65 7.32

Financial Services 24.35 17.73 6.31 3.56 6.14 10.37

Energy 9.31 9.52 4.95 2.40 7.48 5.76

General Operations 1.47 1.86 1.73 1.11 1.91 1.55

Time

Autodesk Render Test  (in seconds, lower is better) 28.30 29.60 24.00 45.10 28.80 34.30

Numbers in blue indicate best recorded results. Numbers in red indicate worst recorded results.
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inaudible, the sound of its fans barely, if ever, rising above the 
background ambient noise in our lab.

Dell comes preloaded with Windows 10 Professional 
64-bit, or users can choose a variant of Red Hat of Ubuntu 
Linux. A three-year warranty with on-site service after re-
mote diagnosis is standard. Dell also offers optional coverage 
for up to five years, including options providing 24/7 support 
with four-hour onsite service.

We’d be the first to admit that $12,582 is a lot to spend 
for a workstation. We suspect Dell was trying to impress us 
by including two high-end CPUs and an overabundance of 
memory. Still, such a configuration may be just the ticket for 

those doing high-end analysis and simulation. Those with 
less-demanding needs could still configure a 7820 with a 
single fast CPU and a third as much RAM for thousands of 
dollars less, while still benefiting from independent software 
vendor certification and plenty of room for future expansion. 
Either way, the Dell Precision 7820 is a powerful workstation 
in a deceptively compact package. DE

David Cohn is the senior content manager at 4D Technologies. 
He also does consulting and technical writing from his home in 
Bellingham, WA and has been benchmarking PCs since 1984. He’s 
a Contributing Editor to Digital Engineering and the author of 
more than a dozen books. You can contact him via email at david@
dscohn.com or visit his website at dscohn.com.

/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /

INFO ➜ Dell: dell.com

Dell Precision 7820
• Price:  $12,582 as tested ($1,659 base price)
• Size: 6.87x20.5x16.37 in. (WxDxH) 
• Weight: 44.25 lbs.
•  CPU: Dual 2.4GHz Intel Xeon Gold 6148 20-core 

w/27.5MB Smart Cache
• Memory: 96GB
• Graphics: NVIDIA Quadro P4000 w/8GB GDDR5 memory
•  Hard Disk: 512GB Samsung SM 961 NVMe M.2 PCIe SSD 

plus 2TB 7200rpm SATA
• Floppy: None
• Optical: 8X DVD+/-RW slimline and 16X DVD+/-RW
•  Network: Integrated Intel i219 Gigabit Ethernet 
•  Modem: None
•  Other front: Two USB 3.1 Type-A ports, two USB 3.1 

Type-C ports, combo audio jack
•  Other rear: Six USB 3.1 Type-A ports, one 9-pin serial port, 

one RJ-45 network jack, two PS/2 mouse and keyboard ports, 
audio line-out and line-in/microphone jacks

The Dell Precision 7820 packs dual-CPU power into a 
deceptively compact case. Image courtesy of Dell.

View tutorials at www.Skintite.net

Morph your CAD  
models like they’re 

made out of clay

SPOTLIGHT

SPOTLIGHT Directing your search to the 
companies that have what you need.

Millions of FREE CAD Models

™

The fastest way to model 
a part is to download it!
·  Millions of supplier certi fi ed models
· All CAD formats, all FREE

 For those who create in 3D

 www.3DX-US.com
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FOCUS ON 
ENGINEERING COMPUTING | DATA RECOVERY

There is no single best way to back 
up data, and most successful backup 
plans rely on multiple methods. One 
way is to back up data to an external 
hard drive using a computer’s built-in 
backup feature (such as File History 
in Windows 10) or software that came 
with the external drive. Or it’s possible 
to back up files over the internet using 
a service like Backblaze or Carbonite or 

use a cloud-based service like Dropbox, 
Google Drive or Microsoft OneDrive. 
Users of Autodesk software can save 
files to A360.

Why use multiple methods? If the 
office gets flooded or burns down, 
the data on that external drive will be 
just as difficult to recover as the files 
on the hard drive in an equally dam-
aged computer.

What files should be backed up? 
Anything created—drawings, docu-
ments, spreadsheets, images, accounting 
records and so on—should be backed 
up automatically or regularly. Once 
those files are lost, they’re gone. Back-
ing up the operating system (OS) and 
software is less important. If a hard 
drive fails, it’s necessary to reinstall 
the OS and software on the new drive. 
Backing everything up might save some 
time—or not. By regularly editing the 
system registry, however, a full system 
backup may help recover data when 
things go wrong.

Mitigating

Recovering data when the hard drive dies.

BY DAVID COHN

THERE ARE TWO TYPES OF PEOPLE in the world: those who have 
suffered a data loss and those who will. Hard drives can fail; or one could 
fall victim to ransomware; or a virus, software bug or errant keystroke 
could delete important files. The first line of defense: back up all data.

DISASTER
Image courtesy of gettyimages/baloon111.
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FOCUS ON 
ENGINEERING COMPUTING | DATA RECOVERY What to do When Things Go Wrong

But what is the answer when catastrophe strikes and it’s dis-
covered that important files were not backed up? This recently 
happened to me. Instead of a Windows startup screen, I was 
greeted by a “non-system disk” error. I immediately plugged 
my backup drive into a USB port on a second system only to 
discover that it was filled up months earlier but the backup 
software failed to alert me that I needed to delete older back-
ups to make room for newer data. The result? I was missing 
many months’ worth of important files.

The steps taken immediately after a hard drive fails may 
have a direct effect on how much data eventually can be re-
covered. Unfortunately, some of the steps necessary to take 
may cause further damage. Work systematically and limit ef-
forts. If the drive has truly failed, multiple attempts to get it 
working again may make things worse.

Did the drive really fail or did something happen to the 
BIOS or the boot tracks on the drive? Remove the drive 
from the current system and connect it to another system as 
a secondary drive. Do this using an inexpensive USB to IDE/
SATA adapter (less than $25) or by installing the drive into 
an empty bay in another system. Boot that system and check 
to see if it detects the drive. If it does, try copying data to 
another drive.

If it’s possible to see the failed drive but  not possible to 
manually copy files, try using data recovery software, such 
as Recuva (a free hard drive recovery tool from the same 
people who make CCleaner). Install any such software onto 
the primary drive of the second system, not the drive that 
has failed, because otherwise files to be restored may be in-
advertently overwritten.

Despite what is posted online, do not place the failed drive 
into a freezer. This home remedy may have worked 20 years 
ago, when drives often failed due to “stiction”—essentially 
a lubrication failure. Chilling the failed drive caused metal 
parts to contract, freeing up the platters so they would once 
again spin. But this type of failure rarely happens anymore, 
and the potential damage caused by freezing the drive far 
outweighs the chances that this method will work.

The Drive Really has Failed—Now What?
If the second system fails to recognize the drive, stop the pro-
cess. The drive really has failed and additional attempts may 
make things worse. My efforts to mount the drive in another 
system failed. The system would not recognize the drive. Dur-
ing boot-up, I could hear the drive begin spinning, followed 
by a click. Then, the drive slowed to a stop. It was time to call 
in the professionals.

Many companies claim to be able to recover data from 
damaged drives. I contacted seven companies—half of those 
I found in my initial search—and quickly discovered just how 
difficult it is to comparison shop. Until the company receives 
the drive, there is really no way of knowing what caused the 
failure and how much effort it will take to recover files.

Although some recovery efforts are not difficult—replac-
ing the circuit board on a drive suffering from an electrical 
failure might get it working again—most drive failures re-

sult in physical damage to the drive heads and/or magnetic 
coating on the drive platters. Recovering data will require 
dismantling the drive in a cleanroom. Beware of those com-
panies offering to do this for a few hundred dollars.

Most reviews of recovery services focus on number of 
years in business, the quality of their customer service, 
the number of technicians and their claimed certifica-
tions, turnaround time and number of receiving locations. 
Do these matter? Sure. But how can anyone determine 
whether one company will have better odds of recovering 
data than another?

The bad news is, it’s just not possible without the hard-
ware. And when companies start quoting prices of $2,500 or 
more to recover precious data, the decision can be daunting. 
The good news is that the companies we contacted will likely 
be able to recover most—if not all—the data. 

What Will it Cost?
Ultimately, the cost to recover data depends less on the dif-
ficulty of those recovery efforts and more on the size of the 
drive and how quickly they’re asked to turn around the data. 
If wanting the job handled right away—and some companies 
offer one-day turnaround—be prepared to pay thousands of 
dollars. If willing to wait a week or more, the cost could be 
much less. In my situation, cost was the overriding factor, so I 
was willing to wait. I was also ready to shop around.

To begin the process, call the company or fill out an on-

Accelerate your 
innovation with the 
compact 770M CNC mill.

It cuts even the  
most challenging  
materials while  
running on  
single-phase power.

User-friendly.  
Budget-friendly.  
Making-things- 
happen-friendly.

Decked out with a 
10-tool ATC and  
delivery for under 
$23,000.

Prototype 
Without the Wait

Visit tormach.com/770M

*Includes delivery 
 within continental USA
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line form. I chose to call. Most calls 
were answered by representatives who 
were knowledgeable, confident and 
calm. After listening to a brief descrip-

tion of my problem, each reassured 
me that they would likely be able to 
recover most or all my data. When I 
asked about the cost, however, their 

answers became a bit more vague, with 
prices spanning a wide range. 

For example, Ed at WeRecover-
Data.com quoted a range from $500 to 
$2,500. Alex at SalvageData Recovery 
said the price could be anywhere from 
$800 to $1,500 and went on to say that 
because it sounded like a drive head 
failure, the cost would likely be on the 
higher end of that range.

None of the reputable companies 
will provide a firm price quote until 
they receive the drive and complete 
an initial analysis. That initial analysis 
should be done for free, other than 
shipping costs. Avoid any company that 
charges for this first step or that claims 
they will charge only $199. There 
should also be no charge if the com-
pany is unable to recover the data.

Some companies list drop-off loca-
tions in many cities, but these are typi-
cally just receiving centers—vendors 
who can safely remove the failed drive 

Companies Contacted
•  ACS Data Recovery: acsdata.com

Number of years in business: 15
Price range quoted for 1TB drive: $700-$1,500

•  DriveSavers: drivesaversdatarecovery.com
Number of years in business: 30 
Price range quoted for 1TB drive: $900-$2,500

•  FileSavers: filesaversdatarecovery.com
Number of years in business: 4
Price range quoted for 1TB drive: $400-$1,500

•  Kroll Ontrack: ontrack.com
Number of years in business: 33
Price range quoted for 1TB drive: $300-$1,300

•  SalvageData Recovery: salvagedata.com
Number of years in business: 15
Price range quoted for 1TB drive: $800-$1,500

•  Secure Data Recovery: securedatarecovery.com
Number of years in business: 11
Price range quoted for 1TB drive: $400-$1,800

•  WeRecoverData.com: werecoverdata.com
Number of years in business: 18
Price range quoted for 1TB drive: $500-$2,500

Other Reputable Companies
•  The Data Rescue Center: 

prosofteng.com/data-recovery-services
Number of years in business: 7

•  Data Mechanix: datamechanix.com
Number of years in business: 24

•  DataTech Labs: datatechlab.com
Number of years in business: N/A

•  DTI Data Recovery: dtidatarecovery.com
Number of years in business: 18

• Flashback Data: flashbackdata.com
   Number of years in business: 12

•  Gilware: gillware.com
Number of years in business: 14

•  Seagate Data Recovery: 
seagate.com/services-software/recover
Number of years in business: N/A

With the cost of solid-state drives 
dropping and capacity increasing, there 
are few excuses not to use them and 
an off-site service to back up your data. 
Image courtesy of Samsung Electronics.
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from the computer and ship it to the 
actual cleanroom facility.

Feel Free to Haggle
Companies may also offer discounts 
for repeat customers. For example, 12 
years ago the hard drive in my laptop 
failed while I was traveling home from 
a photo shoot. Because I hadn’t taken 
a backup drive with me, several thou-
sand photos would be lost. I wouldn’t 
be paid for those photos or reimbursed 
for my travel. DriveSavers successfully 
recovered all the data back then, so I 
contacted them first. As a past customer, 
they offered me a 10% discount on this 
new recovery effort. But because their 
initial estimate was one of the highest, 
I continued to reach out to other firms.

I ultimately chose Kroll Ontrack, 
a company that has performed drive 
recovery for more than 30 years. Mary 
at Ontrack initially quoted a range of 
$300 to $1,300. After completing an 
online service agreement, she emailed 
me a prepaid FedEx overnight shipping 
label along with instructions on how to 
pack my drive. I also enclosed a 4TB 
USB hard drive I had already purchased 
to use as a backup drive. Data recovered 
from the failed drive would be returned 
to me on this specific hard drive. Had 
I not provided my own drive, Ontrack 
would have charged me for a 1TB USB 
drive, the same size as the failed drive. 
Other companies offer similar services 
and some will even post the customer’s 
most critical files to a secure online 
server so they can download them as 
soon as they have been recovered—for 
an additional charge, of course.

The day after they received my 
drives, I got an email from Casey, the 
Ontrack rep who would be my primary 
contact throughout the recovery effort. 
That email included a link to an online 
portal where I could track their prog-
ress. The next day, Casey sent another 
email with an evaluation report stating 
that Ontrack’s analysis indicated they 
expected to be able to recover 71% to 
100% of my data. A link took me to 
an online quote showing the cost for 
standard ($900), priority ($1,600), and 
emergency service ($3,000).

In the meantime, most of the other 
drive recovery companies I had initially 

contacted followed up with me to ask 
if I was still interested in having them 
recover my data. DriveSavers even sent 
me a coupon for $250 off services.

Since $900 was still more than I was 
willing to spend, I wrote back to On-
track, asking if they would be willing 
to reduce their price. Within minutes, 
they replied, dropping the standard ser-
vice price by nearly 25%.

With the final cost now set, I signed 
an online form authorizing Ontrack to 
proceed. A week later, FedEx delivered 
a box containing the USB drive with 
my recovered data as well as my failed 
drive. Upon connecting the USB drive, 
I found that nearly all my data had been 
recovered. Since the heads had indeed 
crashed, damaging the platters, some 
files were lost. But these were mostly 
operating system and program files. 
All my personal files—drawings, docu-
ments and so on—were recovered. The 
total cost to recover 95% of the files on 
this nearly full 1TB drive was $760.90, 
including sales tax. Ontrack covered 
shipping costs both ways.

Cleanroom data recovery is expen-
sive. Maintaining reliable backups is 
much more cost effective and will help 
ensure that data isn’t lost. But when all 
else fails, it’s good to know that there 
are companies out there that are ready 
to come to the rescue. DE

David Cohn has been using AutoCAD for 
more than 35 years and is the author of over 
a dozen books on AutoCAD. As senior content 
manager at 4D Technologies, he creates the 
CADLearning courses for AutoCAD and 
AutoCAD LT (www.cadlearning.com). 
He is a contributing editor to Digital 
Engineering, and also does consulting 
and technical writing from his home in 
Bellingham, WA. You can contact him at 
david@dscohn.com or visit dscohn.com. 

INFO ➜ Backblaze: Backblaze.com

➜ Carbonite: Carbonite.com

➜ CCleaner: CCleaner.com/recuva

For more information on this topic, visit 
DigitalEngineering247.com.
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Most simulation programs aimed at design engineers 
offer fully or almost fully automated meshing. In other 

words, the software makes most or all of the mesh-related 
decisions required. Your part may be limited to selecting 
the desired resolution or the level of details—fine meshing 
(high resolution, takes more time, but more accurate) or 
coarse meshing (low resolution, takes less time, but more 
approximations involved).

 There are good reasons to keep the meshing process 
hidden inside the black box, as it were. It takes a lot of 
experience and expertise (perhaps even a Ph.D.) to under-
stand the difference between, say, a hexahedral mesh and 

BY KENNETH WONG

ARE YOU THE TYPE who likes to take a peek 
inside the black box to see how it works? Or are 
you one who’s willing to put your faith in the 
black box? The answer to that may offer clues to 

the type of meshing applications that appeal to you. But that’s 
not the only factor. Your own finite element analysis (FEA) 
skills also play a role.

Trust the mesh generated by the software, or take a proactive approach?

THE BLACK BOX 
DILEMMA
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a tetrahedral mesh; or tri elements and quad elements. It 
takes considerable simulation runs to know what type of 
meshing methods work well for a particular set of solid 
geometry. It requires yet another level of wisdom to know 
how to manually readjust the software-generated meshes 
to more accurately account for the problematic curvatures, 
corners and joints in your geometry. These are beyond the 
scope of what most design engineers do. Therefore, many 
argue presenting a design engineer with a menu of these 
choices is counterproductive.

 On the other hand, expert users with a lot of analysis 
experience know the correlations between mesh types 
and accuracy, so they may want to get more involved in 
the meshing process. For this reason, high-end analysis 
software usually offers much more knobs and dials in the 
meshing process. Depriving expert users of these choices 
would force them to accept what they know to be unac-
ceptable approximations. To navigate between the two dif-
ferent approaches, you need at least some understanding 
of how meshing works, automated or manual. 

Good Mesh Equals Good Results
Abdullah Karimi, CFD analyst for Southland Industries, 
uses fluid dynamics programs to examine airflow and 
heat distribution to develop the best residential heating 
solutions for his company’s clients. In The Big Room, an 
online blog by Southland Industries, Karimi penned an 
article titled “How Not to Mesh Up: Six Mistakes to Avoid 
When Generating CFD Grids” (http://inthebigroom.com, 
November 2017). His first tip: Never use the first iteration 
of automatically generated mesh.

 “I’ve realized even some people with Ph.D.s don’t 
have a good grasp on meshing,” he says. “People say, 
garbage in, garbage out. I say, good mesh equals good 
results. But the vast majority of the times I’ve seen the 
[software’s] automatically generated initial mesh is too 
coarse. The mesh may not even work, and if it does, the 
result may not be accurate.”

 If the automatically generated mesh significantly 
distorts the original geometry’s prominent characteris-
tics—such as rounded corners, sharp angles and smooth 
curves—it may be a sign that the mesh needs manual in-
tervention in those specific regions. 

“You should at least take a look at the mesh. You can 
check to see if there are sudden size transitions, aspect 
ratio for skewness and triangular distortions. Just by visu-
ally inspecting the mesh, you can get a good idea if this 
may or may not work for your problem,” says Karimi.

 In his article, Karimi advises, “Don’t hit ‘Run’ without 
a mesh quality inspection ... Depending on the robust-

Numerous options are available in Altair 
HyperMesh to manage complex assemblies. 
Image courtesy of Altair.

LEFT: Meshes were created using ANSYS Mosaic-
enabled Poly-Hexcore meshing that automatically 
combines disparate meshes with polyhedral elements 
for fast, accurate �ow resolution. ANSYS Fluent 
provides Mosaic-enabled meshing as part of a 
single-window, task-based work�ow. Image courtesy 
of Shef�eld Hallam University, Centre for Sports 
Engineering Research; and ANSYS. 
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ness of the solution scheme, this could cause serious is-
sues like straightaway divergence of the solution ... There 
are several quality metrics that need attention depending 
on mesh type and flow problem. Some of these metrics 
include skewness, aspect ratio, orthogonality [and] nega-
tive volume.”

The Mesh Types
With its designer-friendly Altair Inspire (previously solid-
Thinking Inspire) and expert-centric Altair HyperMesh 
software, Altair offers different approaches to meshing. 

“In Inspire, meshing is mostly hidden from the user,” 
explains Paul Eder, senior director of HyperWorks shell 
meshing, CAD and geometry at Altair. “The users choose 
to solve either in the first order [which prioritizes speed] 
or second order [which prioritizes accuracy].” By contrast, 
in HyperMesh, “We expose a lot more knobs and dials, 
because it’s for advanced users who understand the type of 
meshes they want to generate,” he adds.

A similar strategy is seen in ANSYS software offer-
ings. “Two of our products, ANSYS Forte and Discovery 
Live, provide a fully automated meshing experience,” says 
Bill Kulp, lead product marketing manager for Fluids at 
ANSYS. “ANSYS Discovery Live provides instantaneous 
3D simulation so there is no time to make a mesh. On the 
other hand, our [general-purpose CFD package] ANSYS 
Fluent users need to solve a wide variety of fluid flow 

problems that can be most accurately approached by opti-
mizing the mesh for the task at hand.”

“Push-button automated meshing is our goal because 
we want to take this time-consuming job away from the 
engineers so they can concentrate on the innovation and 
optimization of their products,” adds Andy Wade, lead ap-
plication engineer at ANSYS. “Automated meshing will 
enable AI and digital twins to run simulations in the future 
and so this area is becoming the focus.”

 In theory, design engineers and simulation analysts 
could use different products, but in reality, some design 
engineers have sufficient expertise to make critical mesh-
ing decisions; and some analysis experts prefer the effi-
ciency of automated or semi-automated meshing. So even 
with different products, satisfying both crowds is a diffi-
cult balancing act for vendors.

 Though the meshing process is mostly kept in the 
background in Altair Inspire, “If you’re an advanced user 
and want to see the meshes, you have the option to,” says 
Eder. “At the same time, we also offer automation in Hy-
perMesh, because even some expert users want the same 
ease of use seen in Inspire.”

“Tools such as ANSYS Discovery Live takes the mesh-
ing away completely from the user, whereas Discovery AIM 
features automatic physics-aware meshing, so the user can 
allow the product to do the hard work but if they want to 
see the mesh and tweak it they can take control,” says Wade. 

In contrast to Altair HyperMesh, Altair Inspire lets users tune analysis parameters without even seeing the mesh. 
Image courtesy of Altair.
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Regional Meshing
The relatively new startup OnScale recently began offer-
ing on-demand multiphysics simulation from the browser. 
Some firms like Rescale offer high-performance comput-
ing (HPC) resources needed to run simulation, but not the 
software. By contrast, OnScale offers both the hardware 
and the multiphysics solver required to process jobs.

 “We offer automatic meshing as well as user-defined 
meshing. Users can define the level of fidelity desired,” 
explains Gerald Harvey, OnScale’s founder and VP of en-
gineering. “OnScale gives you the ability to refine the grid 
and apply finer meshes in specific regions.”

 Not every corner, section or region in your geometry 
needs fine meshing. With simple geometry, a coarse mesh 
with fewer elements may suffice. But in certain regions 
where curvature, contact and joints create complex stress 
concentrations or flow patterns, a finer mesh (simply put, 
a higher number of meshes to cover the area) is warranted. 
Advanced simulation programs usually offer tools to spec-
ify how to treat these regions. Even in programs that tar-
get design engineers, some tools may be available to treat 
these regions differently.

 “In Altair FEA products like SimLab, you can perform 
automatic local mesh refinement,” says Eder. “So you can 
run an analysis, review the results, then automatically re-
fine the mesh in areas of high strain energy error density 
for subsequent runs. In [expert-targeted] HyperMesh, you 
also have many more manual mesh refinement options.”

Simulation Cost
OnScale’s Harvey suggests running a mesh study to un-
derstand the correlation between the stress effects and the 
mesh types and mesh density chosen. This can offer clues 
on how meshing affects the FEA results.

 “Every engineer should conduct a mesh convergence 
study—test the meshes with some key performance indica-
tors (KPIs) to find a happy medium,” says Harvey. “Sup-
pose you’re looking at the design of a bracket. Then look 
at how the different meshes affect the bend angle of the 
bracket, for example.”

 Calculating simulation cost is complex, in part due to 
the mix of licensing policies in the market. But fundamen-
tally, two parameters are involved: the time it takes and 
the hardware it uses. The need to find simplified meshes 
(as simple as possible without infringing on the accuracy 
of results) largely stems from the desire to keep these two 
parameters as low as possible.

 “If you have a simple solid part and you put 3D meshes 
on it, it takes more times than necessary to run,” notes 
Eder. In such a case, running simulation in a 2D cross-
section of the geometry may be much more efficient. “And 
think of how many iterations you plan to run, because 
you’ll be paying that penalty for every single run,” he adds.

ANSYS’ Wade points out that most solvers prefer hexa-
hedral elements or quad surface mesh because “they fill 
the space very efficiently and using such elements when 
transient or explicit analysis is required can give massive 
gains in solve times (minimizing CPU effort for calcula-
tions). Hex elements can follow the flow direction better 
as well, which has some accuracy benefits. Tetrahedra, 
polys and other unstructured methods are very popular 
because they don’t require the decomposition (chopping 
up) of the space like a hex mesh; as a result, they are excel-
lent for automation and really minimize manual effort.”

 Another tip from Karimi’s article: “Don’t fill the do-
main with a ridiculous number of tetrahedrons ... So many 
times, I see meshing engineers filling up their CFD [com-
putational fluid dynamics] domains [the target region for 
fluid analysis] with a large number of tetrahedrons and 
then struggling to get simulation results on time.”

Certain programs are equipped to make the mesh selec-
tion easier. “With OnScale, you can conduct a study on 
a sweep of design, with mesh being one of the variables,” 
Harvey points out. “In OnScale, the run wouldn’t cost you 
significantly, because it would be a one-off cost. And the 
payback is well worth it.”

Physics vs. Mesh
Choosing the right kind of mesh, applying the right 
density to critical regions and selecting the right kind 
of coarseness or looseness affect the accuracy and speed 
of the simulation job. That is an exercise in tradeoffs, so 
there’s no black-and-white answer.

 “Meshing is always an exercise in tradeoffs in the 
quality of the mesh versus the speed of the solution,” 
says Karimi. 

“If you just want to see if a part will stand up to stresses 
and daily beating over time, and you’re not looking at the 
lowest level of details but at a high level of generality, then 
getting your physics correct is more important than the 
mesh,” says Eder.

 That means, at the general concept design level, the 
loads and boundary conditions—such as temperature, 
forces and direction of the forces—may be more important 
than the type of meshes selected. DE

Kenneth Wong is DE’s resident blogger and senior editor. 
Email him at de-editors@digitaleng.news or share your 
thoughts on this article at digitaleng.news/facebook.

INFO ➜ Altair: AltairHyperWorks.com

➜ OnScale: OnScale.com

➜ Southland Industries, The Big Room: InTheBigRoom.com 

For more information on this topic, visit DigitalEngineering247.com.
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The industry, recognizing the bottleneck, is serving up 
a variety of workflow optimization solutions intended to 
make it easier for engineers to leverage a broad array of tools 
for complex design of experiments and simulation studies, 
including manufacturing process simulation. The solutions 
don’t fit neatly into any single category—they range from 
multidisciplinary design optimization platforms to workflow 
optimization and even automation—yet the goal is similar: 
Make it easier for engineers to manage and solve complex 
problems, streamlining development time and taking costs 
out of the equation.

The need for an optimization workflow assist is being 
driven by complexity, from the standpoint of the product 
and the requirement for disparate expertise, hailing from 
different engineering functions and likely from dispersed 
locales thanks to globalization and extended partner ecosys-
tems. “If workflow is not managed, it’s difficult to get from 
step A to step B and step C,” explains Craig Resnick, vice 
president of consulting at ARC Advisory Group. “You need 
to go through the appropriate inputs, checkpoints and veri-
fications. Otherwise you can go down a wrong detour and 
add a lot of extra time to the cycle with the potential for 
more errors and problems.”

The universal industry requirement to accelerate time to 
market is another reason why the concept of workflow optimi-
zation is starting to resonate with engineering organizations. 
“The speed in which companies need to develop new products 
is so greatly accelerated today. It’s almost like once a new prod-
uct is released, it’s back to the drawing board to design what-
ever is going to replace it,” Resnick says. “You need to hit the 
ground running or else get run over by a competitor.” 

Though the cost of workflow optimization solutions 
can be a turnoff, especially for smaller engineering organi-
zations, taking the long view of the payoff for the invest-
ment may be worth it. 

“If your design time takes an extra six months and your 
time-to-market is delayed, the amount of lost revenue and 
potential market share can offset the cost of these tools,” 
says Resnick. “You can’t live in a digital transformation 
society unless you leverage all the tools, and workflow 
management is key.”

Optimize Your 
Simulation Work�ow 
A variety of industry tools and platforms aim to streamline work�ows to  
accommodate more advanced analysis and to promote design optimization. 

SmartUQ works in conjunction with simulation tools 
to make the veri�cation of complex systems more 
manageable. Image courtesy of SmartUQ.

BY BETH STACKPOLE

R ISING PRODUCT COMPLEXITY is giving way to widespread use of more and varied simulation studies 
along with model-based system engineering approaches to help engineers zero in on optimal designs far earlier 
in the process. Despite how instructive pervasive simulation has become, there’s a glitch with capitalizing on tools 
intended to tackle design complexity—they often introduce another layer of workflow and data integration that 

adds to the engineering burden while potentially extending out the design cycle.
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Platform Diversity 
Workflow management or optimization 
may be increasingly important to the en-
gineering toolbox, but it’s still an emerg-
ing concept in an amorphous category, 
with all sorts of solutions tackling the 
problem from different angles. Although 
the approaches and specific objectives 
may vary, the bulk of workflow optimiza-
tion offerings focus on simulation because 
of its prominent role in the engineering 
cycle and the trend of doing more varied 
and extensive studies upfront in the de-
sign process. 

ESTECO, which has worked on this 
problem for a couple of decades now, 
positions its modeFRONTIER platform 
as an environment for process automa-
tion and optimization for simulation. The 
platform integrates with third-party tools 
and popular simulation programs using design of experi-
ments and optimization algorithms to help drive the search 
for an optimal result. The platform offers direct nodes that 
seamlessly connect to popular simulation solvers, allowing 
engineers to couple multidisciplinary tools and automation, 
and create a workflow that arrives at an optimal result based 
on specific constraints and objectives. 

In addition to its own workflow engine, ESTECO also 
supports the Business Process Model and Notification 
standard, which is adopted by leading industry players as 
a graphical notation and precise model used to specify 
business processes. The standard opens up workflow in-
teroperability to a broader spectrum of compatible tools. In 
addition, modeFRONTIER has a workflow editor used to 
manage and schedule the simulation runs along with post-
processing statistical and analytics tools for making sense of 
the results.

Process automation and optimization are critical given 
the growing number of parameters and variables required 
for modern-design simulation efforts, as well as the shift 
to systems-level engineering, according to Danilo Di Ste-
fano, ESTECO product manager for modeFRONTIER. 
Without such tools at their disposal, simulation and de-
sign optimization is typically done using a smattering of 
in-house and third-party CAD and CAE tools, which can 
result in a disconnected and difficult-to-manage process. 
Engineering teams typically rely on custom scripts to cre-
ate a coordinated workflow between disparate tool sets, 
which further complicates matters and doesn’t allow for 
consistency, he explains.

“A workflow approach to optimization is the idea of 
making your work available to other people in a logical 
way,” Di Stefano says. “Having the workflow displayed in a 

graphical way on screen gives you the logic of the process, 
whereas when you look at a script, you don’t have that im-
mediate perception.”

Sigmetrix, a maker of tolerance analysis and geometric 
dimensioning and tolerancing (GD&T) software, pro-
motes a third-party process integration and design opti-
mization tool as part of its simulation portfolio. The Opti-
mus platform, from Noesis Solutions, has a direct interface 
to Sigmetrix’s CETOL 6σ, allowing users to fully integrate 
third-party CAE solutions into a full 3D assembly toler-
ance analysis for improved product quality and to achieve 
reductions in manufacturing costs. Optimus’ graphical 
user interface and workflow engine integrates different 
simulation codes, automating the process and providing 
complete visualization, including relevant data and a map-
ping of all programs involved along with the input and 
output definitions.

“This kind of simulation workflow allows engineers to 
bring various tools together to achieve a higher level process 
to thread different types of analysis together and use an opti-
mization engine to perform iterations,” says James Stoddard, 
president of Sigmetrix. “We provide an analysis [tool] that 
can fit in that process.”

SmartUQ has a different take for solving simulation 
workflow challenges. The company offers commercially 
packaged uncertainty quantification (UQ) software, which is 
the science of characterizing and reducing uncertainties in 
computational and real-world applications. The methodol-

modeFrontier’s work� ow optimization capabilities include 
the ability to execute integration chains, condense large 
engineering problems into modules and schedule nested 
optimizations. Image courtesy of ESTECO.
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ogy brings real-world variability and probabilistic behavior 
problem-solving to systems engineering workflows, helping 
teams quantify uncertainty with the goal of flagging potential 
problems that could lead to bad design choices while acceler-
ating design cycles. 

SmartUQ works in conjunction with physics-based 
simulation tools to make complex systems verification more 
manageable. Most analysis tools aren’t equipped to handle 
the complexity of large-scale problems, SmartUQ officials 
contend, which can result in missing data that puts simula-
tion integrity at risk. For example, consider SmartUQ’s role 
in a design of experiments exercise: It can help minimize the 

number of design points or simulation runs needed to get 
meaningful results, explains Mark Andrews, SmartUQ tech-
nology steward. 

“If you have a large system and you want to try to assem-
ble a huge DOE to cover everything, it’s simply not feasible,” 
he says. “SmartUQ can intelligently reduce the requirements 
of the design space, saving time and simulation runs.”

CAE Tools Tackle Workflow
Apart from full-blown workflow optimization platforms, 
leading simulation tool vendors are also taking steps to sim-
plify and streamline simulation processes. Aras, for example, 
recently announced a simulation product data management 
(SPDM) strategy to support higher-volume simulations for  
complex scenarios (think internet of things and the digital 
twin) and as part of its plan, acquired Comet Solutions Inc. 
Aras’ SPDM strategy aims to address its customers’ ongoing 
challenges related to managing and maintaining simulation as 
a core part of the mainstream engineering process, according 
to Marc Lind, Aras’ senior vice president of strategy.

Comet’s software specifically tackles the process piece of 
simulation management, employing a vendor-agnostic ap-
proach through its unified data management model, allowing 
it to manage mixed fidelity models and different data types. 
Rather than managing data at the file level like most SPDM 
systems, the Comet technology extracts intelligence from the 
simulation model and results. It also sets up tool chain auto-
mation that can execute jobs across simulation tools—finite 
element analysis, computational fluid dynamics or Modelica 
modeling, for example—allowing engineers to streamline 
processes for complex analysis while setting up simulation 
processes for reuse.

“A better tool chain is foundational to higher order pro-
cesses and initiatives, whether that’s reduction of physical 
testing or futuristic scenarios like simulating the digital twin,” 
Lind says. “By acquiring Comet’s unique data modeling capa-
bilities and best-in-class process technology, we get a jump-
start on the P [in SPDM] and are able to do it as part of an 
integrated workflow.” DE

Beth Stackpole is a contributing editor to DE. You can reach her 
at beth@digitaleng.news.

ANSYS Brings Optimization 
to Discovery Live

Discovery Live, ANSYS’ conceptual simula-
tion platform, leverages the scalability of 
graphics processing units in the cloud to 

deliver instantaneous 3D simulation tightly cou-
pled with direct geometry modeling. It is designed 
to bring analysis capabilities to design engineers 
not traditionally well versed in the discipline. 

Through the platform, engineering organizations 
can foster new workflows that inject simulation 
into the design process at the earliest stages by 
engineers who typically did minimal or no analysis 
as part of their early concept work. Now, a new 
capability called Parameter Studies aims to push 
more advanced simulations workflows up earlier in 
the process as well. 

With the new parameter sweeps, engineers 
can explore a large number of design possibili-
ties by varying multiple geometric or simulation 
parameters, using automation to direct the pro-
cess. These parameter design studies require 
only seconds or minutes to complete, whereas it’s 
typical to require overnight or days-long comput-
ing time with traditional optimization technologies. 
The ability to run these parameter studies in near 
real time means designers can quickly try out new 
ideas and determine which variables have the 
most significant impact on design goals.

“Design of experiments and parameter stud-
ies are typically difficult to set up because there 
are so many pieces—and that’s when things tend 
to break,” explains Justin Hendrickson, head of  
product management for ANSYS’ design unit. “By 
putting it in one place, we hope to get more engi-
neers and designers to do more parameter studies 
than ever before.” 

INFO ➜ Aras: Aras.com

➜ ARC Advisory Group: Arcweb.com

➜ ESTECO: ESTECO.com

➜ Noesis Solutions: NoesisSolutions.com

➜ Sigmetrix: Sigmetrix.com

➜ SmartUQ: SmartUQ.com

For more information on this topic, visit DigitalEngineering247.com.
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Simulation Hub uses Autodesk Forge, an application 
development framework from Autodesk, to power its 
apps behind the scenes. TotalSim uses a customized ver-
sion of OpenFoam, an open source CFD program, to 
run flow analysis based on user input. But users hardly 
come in contact with the background application itself, 
eliminating the need to buy or learn the program. These 
are but two examples of  apps designed to make simula-
tion much more accessible to non-experts, especially to 
design engineers with limited experience in simulation.

 The simulation app market is still in its infancy, 
but the apps and their ease of use have prompted 
many to investigate their potential. 

Choose Carefully
As the call to make simulation more accessible 
grew, some software vendors anticipated the need 
to publish templates and apps from general purpose 
simulation programs. Among them was COMSOL, 
known for its multiphysics simulation technology. In 
the release of COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0 in 2014, the com-
pany introduced the Application Builder function.

 “It’s a user interface for building your app’s user interface,” 
says Bjorn Sjodin, VP of product management at COMSOL. 
“So you don’t need to be a programmer to create an app. You 
can use drag-and-drop functions to build a simulation app.”

 But only certain scenarios are fit for “appification.” 
Whether intended for internal use or for the commercial 
market as an on-demand product, an app starts with identify-
ing the right task. “It should be something you can describe 
to another person in a few sentences during an elevator ride,” 
Sjodin says. “If you can’t do that, then it’s probably not a task 
suitable for an app.

 The description of the main benefit of simulation apps 
passes that litmus test: By turning some routine analyses 

into apps,  a company can allow non-experts to regularly run 
simulation, relieving the CAE experts to do the far more 
complex analysis.

A CFD Flight Plan
The executive team and founders of CFD consultancy TotalSim 
U.S. are used to working at high speed, literally. Ray Leto, the 
president, has clocked more than 25 years in race engineering, 
aerodynamics, simulation and management in Indy and Champ 
Car. Naethan Eagles, the technical director, was previously on 
BMW’s Williams F1 Team and BAR F1 teams. One of the apps 
the company offers, TS Auto, is a reflection of their knowledge 

What Makes a Good 
Simulation App?
Simulation app makers weigh ease of use vs. functionality for speci� c uses cases.

A simulation app made to run on COMSOL 
Multiphysics software. The app allows users to 
calculate the transmission loss and acoustic 
pressure in an absorptive muf� er for automotive 
use. Images courtesy of COMSOL.

BY KENNETH WONG

AT SIMULATION HUB, enter a few parameters to configure a virtual valve and then run a computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) simulation to visualize the flow and obtain the flow coefficients as a set of values. At TotalSim, 
upload the CAD geometry of an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) into an app, define its basic characteristics and 
then run an analysis to see the flows and pressures in 3D.
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acquired from the racing 
industry.

 “The fewer things you 
have to change, the better,” 
says Eagles of apps. “You 
can design an app to allow 
a broad range of parametric 
changes, but the basic topol-
ogy of the design should 
remain the same.”

 For example, in TS 
Aero, the app for performing 
CFD simulations on aircraft, 
including UAVs and mul-
ticopters, users are allowed 
to upload the geometry of 
their own design. But the 
basic topologies of the target 
objects share many essential 
characteristics, so the app can 
scan the uploaded geometry 

and extract the critical parameters to run CFD.
 Because TotalSim’s apps are cloud-hosted, the company sub-

mits and solves the simulation on the hardware from the Ohio 
Supercomputer Center, a statewide resource that empowers 
Ohio’s research universities and private industries.

What to Hide, What to Expose
Whereas TotalSim’s TS Aero is aimed at design exploration for 
general users, TS Auto is aimed at those with a higher level of 
expertise in automotive design. The choices available—what is 
exposed and what is hidden—reflect the target groups.

“We have rules that mesh the model based on the size, and 
then resolve the simulation at a sufficient level to show you the 
expected performance in terms of the vehicles lifts, drag and 
pitching moment,” Eagles says of TS Aero. “We’ve automated 

Apps vs. Templates

Generally speaking, simulation apps 
are simple setups allowing users to 
accomplish a routine simulation task 

with just a few mouse clicks and parameter 
choices (for example, a standard ball valve 
configurator that lets you define the length, 
diameter and liquid inlet/out to view the 
pressure). The users usually don’t need to be 
an expert in the backend simulation. If the app 
is built with sufficient safeguards to prevent 
unadvisable inputs, even those with limited 
domain knowledge can use it with confidence. 
Apps are commonly delivered SaaS-style—in a 
browser with predefined input fields.

Templates, by contrast, are guided 
workflows to be performed in a specific 
general-purpose simulation program (for 
example, a template for heatsink placement 
optimization, written to run on COMSOL 
Multiphysics). The approach allows novice-
level users to perform sophisticated tasks 
usually delegated to experts. Unlike app 
users, template makers still need to know the 
fundamentals of the underlying simulation 
program itself.

TotalSim’s TS Aero app is built to run on the open 
source CFD solver OpenFoam. It allows general users 
to perform CFD design exploration on aircraft. Image 
courtesy of TotalSim.

Simcenter Webapp Server from Siemens PLM 
Software is a server-client, web-based application 
that provides access to end-user-speci� c simulation 
results thanks to pre-de� ned model parameterization. 
Image courtesy of Siemens PLM Software.
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the entire workflow, up to the loading condition, so none of the 
meshing rules are exposed,” he adds. (For more on automated 
meshing, read “The Black Box Dilemma” on page 34.) 

On the other hand, TS Auto is designed for aerodynamicists 
with a good understanding of how detailed geometry can affect 
airflows and drag around a vehicle. Therefore, users have a lot 
more input in the process. 

 Finding the right level of automation remains a difficult 
challenge for simulation app builders; it requires periodic reas-
sessments of the usages and the apps that may evolve over time. 

 “It’s better to create a series of apps then to create one app 
that does a lot of things,” says COMSOL’s Sjodin. “If your ambi-
tion grows and you get a complex bifurcation of options in your 
decision trees, it can eventually become too complicated and 
you may be the only one who knows how to use it.”

Licensing Considerations
TotalSim’s apps are built to run on the company’s customized 
version of OpenFoam, an open source CFD program. The 
choice for open source, Eagles reveals, simplifies its licensing 
strategy. “One of the challenges of developing apps is that, if 
we want to use commercial tools, we risk violating the licensing 
agreement, so we went with an open source option,” he says.

 Simulation software licenses are often tied to a user seat, a 
machine or to a set of prepaid tokens known as usage privileges. 
Therefore, if app publishers want to publish and sell an online 
app that runs on a commercial solver, they need to negotiate 
or find a license that accommodates unpredictable fluctuating 
usages. This type of arrangement is currently not the norm in 
simulation software licensing.

 Some commercial solver developers who see opportunities 
in the budding app market have introduced new ways to license 
their products. COMSOL offers COMSOL Server, which al-
lows people to publish and distribute COMSOL software-pow-
ered apps, accessible to users remotely. “We as a company don’t 
provide Simulation-as-a-Service, but we provide the technology 
to enable others to provide simulation as a service,” says Sjodin.

Siemens PLM Software recently announced its Simcenter 
WebApp Server, which is intended to help expand access to sys-
tem simulation to engineers who aren’t experts in analysis, or to 
those in non-engineering departments. Engineers can determine 
which parameters of a Simcenter Amesim model will be accessible 
via Simcenter WebApp Server, upload it to their company’s server 
and share it. End users access the model via a web browser and 
can adjust accessible parameters without the desktop application. 

Preventing False Positives (or Negatives)
An app at its core is a mathematical calculation engine. By itself, 
it doesn’t have the judgment and expertise of someone who has 
worked for years in, say, racing or the aircraft industry. There-
fore, it doesn’t possess the knowledge that certain combinations 
of rotors, wing styles, propulsion systems and geometry are not 
advisable. Building this type of intimate industry knowledge as a 
safeguard into an app is a struggle.

 “CFD is iterative; you solve the same equations over and 
over. The simulation model gives you some clues when things 
are going wrong, like an unusual velocity climb, or non-conver-

gence in our results,” explains Eagles.
 Eagles  also acknowledges there could be cases where no 

warnings come up, yet the answer the app provides is what an 
expert can instinctively judge to be flawed. “But as the technology 
improves, getting bad results will become less of an issue,” he says. 

Good practice dictates that if non-experts are running routine 
analysis for product design, an expert should be the final arbiter to 
decide whether they’re trustworthy. DE

Note: In DE’s recent online roundtable titled “Simplified Simula-
tion—Who is it for? What are the risks and benefits?,” panelists discuss 
simulation apps and templates. To download or listen online, go to 
DigitalEngineering247.com/simaccess 

Kenneth Wong is DE’s resident blogger and senior editor. Email him 
at de-editors@digitaleng.news or share your thoughts on this article at 
DigitalEngineering247.com/facebook.

INFO ➜ Autodesk Forge: Forge.Autodesk.com

➜ COMSOL: COMSOL.com

➜ Ohio Supercomputer Center: OSC.edu

➜ OpenFoam: OpenFoam.com

➜ Siemens PLM Software: Siemens.com/PLM

➜ Simulation Hub: SimulationHub.com

➜ TotalSim: TotalSim.com
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But do mechanical engineers know enough about soft-
ware design and development? Software has become an 
important part of products and machines in nearly every 
market—not just electronics and high-tech sectors, but 
also in manufacturing, heavy equipment, agriculture, appli-
ances and automobiles. Engineers have to be able to design, 

model and simulate products, knowing that their physical 
performance will be impacted by software as much as they 
are by the laws of physics. 

“In robotics or manufacturing items like phones or IoT 
devices, you increasingly need to know a little bit of both 
mechanical and software engineering just to talk to your col-

Do mechanical engineers know enough about software to meet the 
demands of increasingly connected and “smart” product design?

BY BRIAN ALBRIGHT

THE ROLE OF THE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING in software design and testing is changing—especially in 
product segments where internal software now plays a larger part in how products perform, controlling the activity 
of sensors and actuators. The internet of things (IoT) is increasingly showing how software will influence the 
physical world. The software and mechanical engineering phases can’t be completed in a vacuum.

Image courtesy of 
gettyimages/Chesky_W.

At the Crossroads:
Mechanical, Software 
Engineering
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leagues,” says Karen Wickert, a software test en-
gineer at Sonos, which makes wireless speakers 
and home sound systems. 

“If you are a design engineer developing a 
water pump, for example, that water pump is 
driven by an electric motor and has software to 
control the motor, and it has to interface with a 
master ECU [electronic control unit] at the ve-
hicle level, and it has diagnostics and all sorts of 
requirements around it,” says Jason McConnell, 
business unit director at IAV Automotive Engi-
neering. “A mechanical engineer has to know a 
bit about how this system will work electrically 
and mechanically, the impact of a printed circuit 
board on the design and how software will affect 
its performance.”

Moving forward, mechanical engineers will 
need more basic education in programming, 
coding and IoT principles, and many engineer-
ing schools are beginning to adjust their curricu-
lums to reflect that. Carnegie Mellon University’s mechanical 
engineering department has added IoT courses, for example, 
and Ohio State University offers smart product design 
coursework that combines programming, physical engineer-
ing and IoT principles. Individual companies are also trying 
to fill the skills gap with entry-level mechanical engineers 
with their own education and training programs.

Engineers may also need a better working knowledge of soft-
ware testing approaches to ensure the quality of their designs.

“People care for quality. It is not just a desirable thing that 
complements functionality. The importance of software is 
growing,” says Rahul Verma, founder of Test Mile Software 
in India. “With machine learning and AI focus in almost 
every field, one can expect that the interfaces for software 
integration are going to [be] introduced in many areas, which 
don’t exist today. In general, mechanical engineers can ex-
plore at least the fundamentals of software engineering and 
testing. Those who would be closely involved would need to 
dive much deeper, and if I may say so, deeper than most soft-
ware testers, as the places where such integrations exist need 
much more comprehensive knowledge of engineering and 
testing than, for example, testing a web application.”

Verma trained as a mechanical engineer, but was almost 
forced into software engineering because he couldn’t find 
another job. “I tried anything and everything,” he says. “One 
of these attempts was at an IT company. After I cleared the 
internal training, I was put into software testing because I 
was a mechanical engineer. So, it wasn’t a choice and I hated 
this at the time. I thought my career was doomed. It was only 
one or two years later that I found meaning in my profession, 
and that continues today.”

Like Verma, Wickert made the shift from the mechanical 
side to software testing. She graduated with a degree in me-
chanical engineering from Tufts University, but transitioned 
into software engineering in 2013.

Although she took a few courses focused on software 
during her undergraduate work, she says that “People were 

exposed to some courses, but there wasn’t a lot of discussion 
about how this might be important for mechanical engineers. 
It was something I was already interested in.”

She transitioned to software engineering in part because 
of the particular demands of the job she had then. She says 
many of the basic skills are transferrable.

“If you graduate with a mechanical engineering degree, 
you still have to learn a lot on the job anyway,” she says. “You 
have to have problem-solving skills, make assumptions, make 
statements, abstract concepts out, test things out. All of that 
is pretty transferrable to most science engineering jobs.”

She says the biggest learning curve for her entailed un-
derstanding the software development process. “How does 
somebody go from ground zero to building code?” she says. 
“From there, it was learning how to debug difficult problems 
on a bigger system, because it was just such a larger coding 
base that people are contributing to. I also had to learn how 
to do test automation, because that wasn’t something that I 
had focused on before.”

She says having helpful colleagues who could answer her 
questions on coding and testing helped ease the transition, 
and notes her mechanical engineering background has helped 
in her current role—particularly when debugging a product. 

Software Skills Become Critical
Mechanical engineers play an important role in the develop-
ment and testing of software systems, in that they are respon-
sible for defining how the system is supposed to behave. “If 
you have requirements, they have to be testable and you have 
to determine what test cases are used to validate at the system 
level or component level,” McConnell says. “Software engi-
neers may not have the complete understanding of the phys-
ics or of the electromechanical systems, and that is where the 

Hardware, such as augmented reality headsets, is 
intrinsically tied to software. It’s dif�cult to design one 
without understanding the other. Image courtesy of IAV 
Automotive Engineering Inc.

Image courtesy of 
gettyimages/Chesky_W.
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strength of mechanical engineers really lies, and that’s the 
value they can bring to the system-level evaluation.”

Being well versed in mechanical and software engineering 
concepts will be a critical job skill to have in most markets, 
depending on what type of software is being developed. 
“Software is all around us,” Verma says. “The engineers who 
work in an area where these overlaps are deep will need to 
have fair knowledge of software engineering as well as test-
ing. For example, such a person could be consulting for a 
software development company that deals with developing 
software for designing mechanical components. Similar over-
laps exist for those who would be associated in development 
of IoT devices, robotic process automation and so on. There 
would also be specialists who have experience in the space of 
mechanical engineering and can test software, which is to de-
sign or model or simulate mechanical components.”

Knowing basic engineering terms for both disciplines is 
helpful, and having some understanding of the limitations of 
what can be accomplished can help engineers in both disci-
plines avoid a lot of blind alleys during the design process.

Wickert says that a lot of software testing still relies on 
test frameworks and tools that engineers have to build them-
selves. “There are some tools emerging in Python and Java, 
and there will be more resources online over time, but I don’t 
know of many companies that are offering really helpful ways 
to setup tests in the cloud, for example, other than purely 
testing APIs [application programming interfaces],” she says.

McConnell adds that mechanical engineers should un-
derstand that software isn’t free. “Software is often viewed as 
something that can be changed quickly and easily, but making 
production software takes a considerable amount of time and 
effort. It follows the same development cycle and process as 
a physical part, but you don’t see it. It’s hard to get a really 
strong understanding of the depth of the complexity and 
cost, even for very simple systems.”

Regarding potential curriculum changes in engineer-
ing schools, Wickert says that mechanical engineers would 
benefit from basic software courses and coding courses. “In 
mechanical engineering it can even help with doing some 
simulations,” Wickert says. “Especially as we get more and 
more compute power, it would be helpful to focus on a few 
software packages that you can learn how to simulate things, 
do modeling and test basic assumptions quickly.”

McConnell adds that engineers should have a better grasp 
of calibration, as well as more exposure to programming. 
“It would be valuable to have the opportunity to experience 
trying to implement something in a logical format or any 
kind of programming language, and understand what kind 
of information is required to do that implementation,” Mc-
Connell says. “Being able to communicate requirements to 
a software communicate so that you are getting the desired 
behavior or features out of the system [is useful].”

Conversely, he adds that software engineers would also 

benefit from more exposure to how the physics of these sys-
tems operate. “I think software engineers need more practice 
in that,” he says, “even the hands-on aspect of being in a 
laboratory and connecting electrical systems up to mechani-
cal systems. They also could use exposure to thermal consid-
erations and structural considerations. A lot of times thermal 
and vibration are viewed almost as a black art to those not 
intimately involved in them.”

By understanding the basic requirements of both special-
ties, engineers can work together more effectively on these 
increasingly interconnected design projects. 

“You really have to know how to talk to your colleagues,” 
Wickert says. “Know how to communicate with each other, 
and sit down and figure out how to detail the exact specifi-
cations of what you need on the mechanical side, and how 
that interrelates to the software. It works both ways. It’s 
good to understand the limitations on both sides. Mechani-
cal engineers like to say, ‘They can do that on the software 
side,’ but it’s not always the case. Likewise, the laws of phys-
ics aren’t going to bend just because the software engineer 
wants them to.” DE

 Brian Albright is a freelance journalist based in Cleveland, OH. 
He is the former managing editor of Frontline Solutions magazine, 
and has been writing about technology topics since the mid-1990s. 
Send e-mail about this article to de-editors@digitaleng.news.
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PICKS

Each week, Tony Lockwood combs 
through dozens of new products to 
bring you the ones he thinks will help 
you do your job better, smarter and 
faster. Here are Lockwood’s most 
recent musings about the products 
that have really grabbed his attention.

At the basic level, two systems are en-
gineered to handle large-format input 
and output from applications like CAD, 
renderings and geographic information 
systems. They can do graphics arts jobs 
too. One model, the 3500 printer, is 
described as intended for walk-up duty. 

Its sibling, the Océ ColorWave 3700 
printing system, is geared for outfits 
needing higher media capacities and/or 
greater media versatility. Media capac-
ity ranges from two to six rolls.
MORE ➜ DigitalEngineering247.
com/r/19348

Canon U.S.A. Unveils New Océ ColorWave Series
Large-format printing systems’ technologies help save time, cut costs and more.

3D Scan in Full Color
Portable integrated articulated arm and laser probe provide color laser scanning.

The FARO Design ScanArm 2.5C is a 
portable turnkey system, combining the 
8-axis FaroArm articulated arm with 
the new PRIZM laser line probe. The 
latter provides full, high-resolution 3D 
color scanning capabilities.

The 8-axis FaroArm comes in 2.5m, 

3.5m and 4m lengths, so it covers a 
variety of work scenarios. The PRIZM 
laser probe gives you scanning speeds 
of up to 600,000 points/second and 
volumetric accuracy up to 75 microns.
MORE ➜ DigitalEngineering247.
com/r/19326

Large-Format 3D Printer Has 22-In.+ Build Height
Also supports more than 40 engineering-grade materials.

Air Wolf’s EVO 22 Large 3D Printer/
Additive Manufacturing Center has a 
12x12x22.75-in. total build volume. It 
weighs 75 lbs. and its measurements 
are 36x28x24.5 in. (HxWxD). Its 
particulate air and carbon air filtration 
system works to contain ultra-fine 

particle  and volatile organic compound 
emissions, so it can be near you on a 
desktop or workbench. Dual-extrusion 
heads offer a 0.4 lb./hour maximum 
material deposition rate. 
MORE ➜ DigitalEngineering247.
com/r/19205

Correlate Measured Loads with FEA Models
Analysis tool set leverages FEA models to determine optimal strain gauge.

Wolf Star Technologies’ tools can help 
you understand dynamic loading of 
structures and develop load cases from 
finite element analysis models using 
measured strain data. Use True-Load to 
determine optimal spots on a physical 
part to plunk down strain gauges for 

real-world data. Once strain data is col-
lected, read it into True-Load. It then 
calculates load time histories that, they 
say, often match measured strain to 
within 2% at all points in time.
MORE ➜ DigitalEngineering247.
com/r/19179
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3 Ways to Close the Digital Engineering Skills Gap

During the first several industrial revolutions, they accom-
plished remarkable feats using basic tools: pencils, paper, T-
squares, slide rules, and, most importantly, their imaginations. As 
we enter the Fourth Industrial Revolution, where more than 8 
billion “things” are online and communicating with one another, 
the tools used by engineers are dramatically changing.

 In today’s environment, engineers must be well-versed in 
CAD, finite element analysis, computational fluid dynamics, high-
performance computing, artificial intelligence, virtual reality, 3D 
printing and other digital technologies. 

 Many manufacturers struggle to find engineers with broad 
enough backgrounds to meet their needs. McKinsey & Co. ex-
pects demand for skilled talent to exceed the supply by as much as 
60% in the next few years. According to a recent Capgemini sur-
vey, while most manufacturers are investing in digital technology, 
only 21% consider themselves to be at an “advanced stage.” 

 How can manufacturers accelerate digital transformation 
efforts to succeed in the Fourth Industrial Revolution? Here are 
three ways to close the digital skills gap: 

1. Develop In-House Talent
Lack of digital culture and training is the biggest challenge facing 
companies, according to a PwC survey (pwc.to/1VnitVt).

Most large manufacturers already employ hundreds of expe-
rienced engineers, many of whom accumulated their knowledge 
when the internet of things was more the stuff of science fiction 
than embedded in everyday life. 

 To accelerate digital transformation, every company should 
establish training programs to create employees who can “think 
in 3D,” because the technology will reshape how products are de-
signed, as well as play an important role in how they are delivered 
to customers. A recent HP report predicts trillion of dollars in the 
global economy will be disrupted and redistributed in the next 10 
years via the accelerating growth of 3D manufacturing. 

 Companies should take time in bringing their existing engi-
neers up to speed on these critical technologies, as well as hire 
fresh younger talent out of school. The companies that combine 
both talent pools stand to advance in the talent marketplace. 

2. Partner to Train Incoming Talent
Companies alone shouldn’t shoulder all responsibility for creat-
ing the next generation of engineers. They can partner with local 
junior colleges and universities to establish a digitally focused 
curriculum as well as participate in industry initiatives aimed at 
promoting digital engineering best practices. 

 One of the best examples of this comes from the U.S. Of-
fice of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (ODASD; acq.
osd.mil/se/initiatives/init_de.html), which established a working 
group to further digital engineering principles throughout gov-
ernment agencies. This group frequently turns to manufacturers 
for advice, advocacy and to solve challenges with digital technol-
ogy implementation across the government-industry boundary.

 Many academics, government leaders and manufacturers 
share the common goal of nurturing digital engineering talent. 
It behooves every company, therefore, to partner and collabo-
rate in training their potential future employees.

3. Emphasize Continuous and Varied Learning
Engineers who specialize in multiple technologies will be in de-
mand. As technology becomes more immersive and complex, 
those who limit themselves to learning how to operate only one 
technology will be limiting their careers.

 Engineers can keep up with the evolution of technology 
through online learning platforms, such as those of Coursera, 
edX, ASME, IEEE or CIBSE. Companies should make con-
tinuous learning programs available to employees throughout 
the year on subjects that project their specific needs. 

 These learning programs should focus on technologies that 
complement existing areas of expertise and enable new product 
development and operational scenarios. For example, a company’s 
digital engineers might already be capable in 3D printers but 
might benefit from learning more about how light guide systems 
could be added as an augmented reality tool to transform the 
manual assembly and manufacturing processes. Companies must 
consider investment in continuous learning of their employees. 

 Well-rounded digital engineers will be invaluable. By devel-
oping in-house engineering talent, partnering to advance indus-
try-wide digital knowledge and assuring continuous learning, 
manufacturers can unlock the promise of the digital future. DE

Tommy Gardner is HP’s chief technology officer for HP Federal 
(government.hp.com). 

THROUGHOUT HISTORY, engineers have played a 
quiet but prominent role in imagining, designing and 
ultimately delivering the machinery, merchandise and 
monuments defining world economies. 
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Advancing the use of simulation in the conceptual design phase 
often runs into roadblocks because the key players are more familiar 
with geometry modeling, less so with simulation software.

For simulation to expand beyond a small pool of expert analysts and 
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Developing the 5G mobile network may not be the only 
step to a fully functioning Internet of Things, but it is an 
important one — and it comes with substantial performance 
requirements. Simulation ensures optimized designs of 
5G-compatible technology, like this phased array antenna.

The COMSOL Multiphysics® software is used for simulating 
designs, devices, and processes in all fields of engineering, 
manufacturing, and scientific research. See how you can apply 
it to 5G and IoT technology designs.

Visualization of the normalized 3D far-field pattern of a  
slot-coupled microstrip patch antenna array.

IoT calls for fast communication between sensors.
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